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Admissions Receives Record Number of Applications
By Laura Mytels
Staff Reporter
Contrary to the national trend, the
Bates College Office of Admissions
received a record number of applications
for spaces in the Class of 1995.
Despite a shrinking college-aged
population and increasing economic
problems that affect college applications,
the number of applicants to Bates increased
by about nine percent over last year. "It
looks to be a very good year for Bates,
especially given the economic and
demographic trends," commented Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid William
Hiss.
For the most part, other schools
similar to Bates have not experienced the
same increase in applications. "I'm not
hearing a lot of talk from other colleges
saying they're up," remarked Hiss. "Bates
is definitely running against the currents in
admissions."
Hiss believes that there are about
five overlapping reasons for the increase in
applications. First, Bates received higher
ratings in several national publications such
as Bartons and U. S. News and World Report
than it has in the past. "No admissions
officers are enthusiastic only about
guidebook ratings, but students notice,"
said Hiss. Some applicants referred to the
ratings as a way that they had learned about
Bates.
The Faculty's recent change of
testing policy and the resulting national
news coverage also helped to increase the
size of the applicant pool. "I think the
decision means something to students,"

Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid William C. Hiss stands beside stacks of applications
for places in the Class of 1995.
Sarah Dunham Photo.

remarked Hiss. "It says something about
Bates—that the faculty has confidence in the
College."
The improved facilities at Bates,
most notably the opening of the renovated
Carnegie Science Building, also appeals to
applicants. "I think we'll see more science
applications this year because of Carnegie,
similar to the steep increase in art
applications after Olin was opened," said
Hiss.
Hiss also credits the increased
number of applications to the "overall
general reputation" of Bates. In addition,
new offerings such as the Women's Studies

and American Cultural Studies majors
attract diverse applicants.
While these factors work together to
encourage students to apply to Bates, Hiss
sees one factor deterring applicants. "If
anything's working in the opposite
direction, then it's obviously finances," he
said. However, Hiss stated that the school
is trying to increase the amount of financial
aid available to all students.
The deadline for freshman
applications for the Class of 1995 passed on
February 1, but the Office of Admissions is
still receiving applications in the mail. To
■ SEE ADMISSIONS, PAGE 3

Organization Founded To Aid Desert Storm Servicewomen
by Julia R. Bossung
Student Correspondent
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Elaine Makas and Patricia McCracken '91
founded a new campus organization this
week to help make life a little better for
female troops in Operation Desert Storm.
Makas and McCracken, who have
close female friends and relatives working
in evacuation hospitals in Saudi Arabia,
founded TLC Lift to give students a way to
manifest their support for the troops and to
contribute to the comfort of the
servicewomen in Saudi Arabia.
TLC Lift does not discriminate
according to political ideology, and

provides a concrete way to effect a positive
change in the comfort level of the troops.
"No matter what your ideology, we all
support the troops," explained McCracken,
TLC Lift's Student Coordinator. "TLC Lift
is a campus-wide effort for students, faculty
and staff; everyone can participate!"
TLC Lift targets the 28,000 women
who are currently serving in Saudi Arabia.
"We care about the men too," McCracken
emphasized, "but we're making an effort to
express our concern for the female minority
whose needs tend to be overlooked. We are
not trying to make up for the deficiencies in
army issue; we want to send products that
will make women feel special."
The correspondence McCracken has

received from her female relative in Saudi
Arabia describes the harsh conditions of the
desert. Hair turns to straw, skin flakes
constantly, and sand and bugs weasel their
way into small facial openings. McCracken,
an avid and experienced camper, claims, "If
you have ever been camping in a sandy
canyon, you'll understand that a bottle of
lotion is as much a necessity as a canteen of
water."
To help alleviate the dry
conditions, TLC Lift aims to bring products
like lotion, shampoo, and conditioner to the
women.
Contributions to TLC Lift can be
made in several ways. Collection boxes are
set up in the CA office, the business office in
■ SEE TLC LIFT, PAGE 2

News
Selective Service Signature Required For Financial Aid
By Laura Mytels
Staff Reporter
In order for college students
to receive any federally-funded fi¬
nancial aid, they are required by law
to declare that they have registered
with the Selective Service or that they
are not required to do so. The Bates
Office of Financial Aid must adhere to
these federal guidelines.
"People who are 18 are asked
to sign a statement that says, 'I am
registered with the Selective Service,'"
said Leigh Campbell, Director of Fi¬
nancial Aid. "Once they have done
that, then they are in compliance and
we are in compliance." Males under
the age of 18 and all females are ex¬

empt from registering with the Selec¬
tive Service, and therefore not re¬
quired to sign the statement.
Not all students gladly sign
the form that is provided by the Fi¬
nancial Aid Office, said Campbell.
However, no one at Bates has ever re¬
fused to sign the statement. "If they
refused to sign, obviously we'd try to
negotiate with them at length," re¬
marked Campbell.
If students refuse to sign the
statement, which appears both on a
form from the College and on the Stu¬
dent Aid Report from the College
Scholarship Service (CSS), then they
are not eligible for any federal aid, in¬
cluding federal loans, grants, and
work-study programs. Bates College

Failing Thesis Students Granted Grace
Period Under New Faculty Legislation
by Alicia Tomasian
Editor-in-Chief
At Monday's faculty meeting,
the History Department, represented
by Professor of History John Cole,
proposed legislation that would offer
a grace period to failing thesis stu¬
dents, specifying that students who
took advantage of this policy could
not receive any grade higher than a
D-.
The proposal included an ex¬
planation that stated, "Without such
flexibility, departments face two un¬
pleasant alternatives: 1.) Impose the
cost for an additional semester for
possibly a single requirement.
2.)Award a cynical D- to avoid the first
possibility."
The department's original de¬
scription of the potential policy left
three weeks for the failing student to
make the necessary corrections, but
several faculty members commented
that they felt, with reading week and
finals, an extra three weeks after the
due date would not help the student
at all.
The suggestion of extending
this extra time to five weeks did meet
with some question due to the last
minute rush to register grades at the
end of short term. However, including
vacation in the five weeks will avoid
this conflict. Although one instructor
warned "Not to reward bad work
more than is absolutely necessary,"
the original proposal changed to offer
a maximum of five calender weeks.
Other faculty members ques¬

tioned the reasoning of the D- limit on
the grade, but the restriction held.
Dean of Faculty also brought up the
dilemma of what to do in depart¬
ments that required a thesis or a
passing grade on a comprehensive
exam, wondering if the student who
had failed a thesis could then reject the
grace period and take an exam to ful¬
fill their requirement. The assembly
came to the conclusion that a student
who had been working on a thesis all
semester should not be able to opt for
the test at the last minute.
Some motivation for the leg¬
islation stemmed trom the possibility
of a student failing the thesis once and
starting over again the next semester,
wasting the time of the department.
Several instructors commented that
they did not enjoy working with such
students, and they wanted to avoid
the possibility of another semester by
giving them the option to complete
their requirement. "We want to finish
them off," one faculty member said.
Steven Hochstadt, associate
professor of history, also mentioned
the possibility of a student attempting
a second semester and only enhancing
the work of the first attempt, thereby
putting in significantly less work than
should be required for one credit. He
said he felt it preferable to "let the
student earn some credits for second
semester."
President Harward asked for
a yes or no vote by voice, but the re¬
sponse sounded too close and the pro¬
posal required a hand vote. It passed
with 38 votes and 28 opposing.

scholarships would still be awarded,
but the College would not make up
the difference in aid that the student
would have received from the gov¬
ernment, said Campbell.
The College could be greatly
affected if many students refused to
sign the Selective Service form. "The
College itself would have a problem if
large numbers of students didn't
comply with federal requirements be¬
cause the College depends on federal
assistance," commented Campbell.
"We'd have to say some pretty strong
things to students."
Some opposition to the law,
an amendment to the Military Selec¬
tive Service Act of 1982, has been
raised nationally because schools are

TLC Lift
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Lane Hall, and the all night study room
in the library. Donations will be ac¬
cepted Tuesday and Thursday from
5:00-7:00 p.m. outside of commons,
where there will also be cards to sign
which will accompany the packages.
Alternatively, financial contributions
can be mailed to either Makas or
McCracken.
TLC Lift has already received
donations of money and products, and
McCracken expects that the first
package of feminine products will be
sent over February break. There is
currently an embargo on all mail to the
Persian Gulf which could last up to six
weeks, so the packages may require
temporary storage. All donated
products inappropriate to store or ship
willbedonated to the Abused Women's
Advocacy project in Auburn.
Makas emphasized that feed¬
back has been widespread and enthu¬
siastic. Associate Dean of Admissions
Susan Tree and Affirmative Action
Officer Carolyn Green have helped in
the collection efforts on campus, while
Volunteer Coordinator Joanne Walton
is helping locate community contacts.

placed in the position of enforcing so¬
cial policies. "Personally, I guess the
college should not have to enforce is¬
sues that are completely divorced
from each other," said Campbell. He
acknowledges that others within the
Bates community may feel differently
on the issue.
The law has also been called
discriminatory because only those
who require aid are affected by it; not
many upper-class students are re¬
quired to apply for financial assis¬
tance. In addition, the law has been
charged as being unconstitutional.
Opponents of the law claim that it is a
Bill of Attainder, a law that imposes
punishment through a legislative pro¬
cess rather than a judicial one.

Makas and McCracken hope that TLC
Lift will become a community effort as
well, as there have been several medi¬
cal units deployed from Auburn.
Makas is searching for more females in
the Gulf from the Lewiston/ Auburn
area to use as additional dissemination
points; the packages will be addressed
to Makas' and McCracken's personal
contacts and distributed from there.
Makas has already collected 3 or 4 ad¬
ditional addresses.
McCracken further explained
that of the 28,000 women, 40% are of
African-American descent. Many are
Hispanic; most of the women deployed
from the San Antonio area are of Latin
American descent.
"We especially
appreciate products geared to the needs
and preferences of the minority groups.
Although we sent a memo with lots of
suggestions, we are hoping that people
will be creative with the products they
donate. Giving a special product can
be personal; if a woman has something
she particularly enjoys using - a fragrant
lotion, for example - she can share it
with a woman in the Gulf."
McCracken reiterated that
whatever you give, it is the giving that
counts.

NOTICE:
Beginning Monday, February 25, fines for overdue
materials from the RESERVE system at Ladd
Library will be increased to the following:
$2.00 per hour, up to a maximum for $25.00 for
each item overdue
Payment may be made at the Ladd Library
circulation desk from
8:00 am - 4:30 pm Monday - Friday
The Staff hopes this will help in getting people
to return reserve materials in a more timely fashion.
Page 2 ■ The Bates Student, February 8,1991

It now lasts up to five years longer.
Americans live longer nowadays. Up to five years longer, says one study,
than in 1970. One reason is that people know more about reducing their risk
of heart disease. And we’ve helped. This year the AHA will invest more
than $70 million in cardiovascular research and organize 2.7 million
volunteers to go out and spread the word. To learn more, call or write
your nearest American Heart Association.
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NEWS

Students Attend Rally To Show Support For Troops In The Gulf
by Tabitha Sparks
Copy Editor
A small contingent of six
Bates students joined approximately
600 flag-waving demonstrators and
marched through Lewiston/Auburn
Saturday in support of United States
policy in Operation Desert Storm.
Joel Bines, '92, co-president of
the Supporters of Allied Action
(SAA), joined five other students and
carried a sign, "Bates Supports the
Troops." As to the reaction of the
Lewsiton/Auburn community to the
Bates marchers, Bines said that the
crowd was "absolutely supportive.
Just about every person who saw our
sign (expressed) surprise." The resi¬
dent public, claimed Bines, "was very
angry about the anti-war sentiments
from Bates."
Also marching with SAA
was Rae Tzitura '93, who agreed that
there was a "very, very obvious re¬
sponse to (the) Bates (marchers) . . .
and it was very positive. People
would walk up to us and (say) that
they thought that the whole school
was against the war," she said. "They
congratulated us, (and were) really
happy to see support."
Tzitura maintains that it was
"much easier to show support" for
Operation Desert Storm in Lewiston/
Auburn than on the Bates campus.
"Although," she added, "I'm not of
the opinion that it's so difficult to (ex¬
press political views) at Bates."
"It was terrific to get together
with people of similar mind-sets,"
said Bines. The United States' actions

in the Persian Gulf, maintains Bines,
are "the most logical steps" that could
be taken under the circumstances.
"It wasn't a pro-war rally," he
emphasized, "it was (in) support for
the troops." Similarly, Tzitura went
to the march "specifically to support
the troops, and to also show (the L/A
community) that Bates supports the

troops." "I am personally pro-govern¬
ment action (in the Middle-East)," she
explained, "and I want it to end as
quickly and efficiently as possible."
Marian Proctor '91, who also
marched on Saturday, commented that
most of the signs he saw were clearly
addressing support of the troops, as
opposed to pro-war or antagonistic,

Middle-East directed hostilities.
Auburn citizens Phil and Julie
Bray organized the march when they
became tired with the media's cover¬
age of peace marches. Police say
someone called in a bomb threat at a
building near the starting area in
Lewsiton, but the march went on as
scheduled with a minor change of
route.

Admissions
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
date, 3428 applications have been re¬
ceived, and Hiss anticipates reviewing
approximately 3700 applications, in¬
cluding transfers, before making final
decisions. Last year, the office received
3394 applications.
132 students, the largest
number in history, were accepted un¬
der the Early Decision plan. 'The Early
Decision applications were up 35 per¬
cent," said Hiss. "That's an extraordi¬
nary jump for one year. There are
some extraordinary students in that
Early Decision group."
About 12 percent of the appli¬
cations so far are from foreign citizens,
and about eight percent are from
American minorities. "That's a good
sign," commented Hiss.
Although the Office of Ad¬
missions has not yet been able to ana¬
lyze the geographic distribution of the
applicants, Hiss expects there to be
applications from almost all of the
states. "It's one of our playful goals to
have applications from all 50 states,"
he said.

Buckle Up For Spring Break ’91
■ The
“ American Red Cross
in Maine

Give. Volunteer. Receive.
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Visiting Lecturer Brings First-Hand Experience From U.S.S.R.
national conferences in the USSR,
U.S., and Denmark. Additionally, he
translated scientific and journalistic
articles for Soviet, as well as foreign,
publications. In connection with the
Soviet
Peace
Committee,
Voitsekhovsky aided citizen diplo¬
macy work between Russia and the
U.S.
Voitsekhovsky attributes be¬
ing an accurate interpreter to practice
and experience. He did not follow
through seriously with this possible
career opportunity, however, due to
extreme competition in entrance to the

Voitsekhovsky feels "that this is a time
for many Soviet kids to experience re¬
appraisal on their outlooks and un¬
derstanding of life's basic values."
Stemming from this concept
of reappraisal, he articulates the great
controversy perestroika created
within his country. "While some
people cling more to old perceptions,
others feel easier to get rid of them,"
he said.
Understanding the burden
placed on those advocating tradition,
Voitsekhovsky further elaborated,
"It7s hard for the old generation to ac¬

prestigious Institute for Foreign and
International Relations in Moscow.
He added that parents' status and po¬
sitions in society were often influential
in determining a student's acceptance
at the Institute.
Currently satisfied as a pro¬
fessor, Voitsekhovsky acknowledges a
difference in terms of tradition and
distance between his Soviet students
and himself. When teaching back
home, he senses a "traditional feeling
of the old people" on his part.

cept many things. They grew up with
Stalinist ideas and socialism as the
only possible, sacred notion. Capital¬
ist countries were enemies in the sense
that they wanted to destroy us, and
we must be alert." he exDlained.
According to Voitsekhovsky,
"the developments in Eastern Europe
made concessions to capitalism.
People criticize Gorbachev for the
victory of capitalism."
On an economic level,
Voitsekhovsky notes that "the crisis
has been giving signs of itself for
many years." Insisting that the old
system was "doomed" and slowly de¬
teriorating - only collapsing rapidly
with Gorbachev's moderate approach,
he described the current Soviet
economy in a state of "chaos." He
added, "The gravest thing the gov¬
ernment had to do was print plenty of
paper money not supported by mate¬
rial values. Now, more money is
worth less and less."
Voitsekhovsky emphasizes
the economy's devastating impact on

by Beck Schoenfeld
Staff Reporter
"I've come as this fellow with
my chief aim here not so much to
teach as rather to learn," declared
Visiting Lecturer of Russian, German,
and East Asian languages Peter
Voitsekhovsky. A graduate and As¬
sociate Professor of Applied Phonetics
at the University of Odessa in Russia,
Voitsekhovsky heard of Bates as a re¬
sult of Dean of the Faculty Carl
Straub's 1987 visit to Russia.
Receiving a formal invitation
last year through the Andrew Mellon
Fellowship, Voitsekhovsky currently
teaches one course in Russian Com¬
munications this semester. "I'm here
specifically to help the Russian and
Asian languages department develop
direction," he stated.
As a university student from
1974-77, Voitsekhovsky notes his ex¬
perience differs greatly from the So¬
viet college students of today. His
"chief interest was in studies. I was
very much fascinated with my learn¬
ing," he recalled. He didn't partici¬
pate in athletics nor any diverse orga¬
nizations, save for amateur theater,
which he claims made him "promi¬
nent" and "noticeable" within the
university.
According to Voitsekhovsky,
both elementary and high schools
"predetermined" his major in English.
"There was more advanced training. I
started learning (English) at age 6," he
said. His inclination in high school
leaned towards the humanities.
"Stimulated" by history, politics, and
foreign language, Voitsekhovsky be¬
came disinterested with the sciences,
for "biology was the most painful
thing." He felt he made a "logical
choice, because learning a foreign lan¬
guage is inseparable from learning the
culture of a nation," he commented.
Voitsekhovsky referred to his
profession as "noble and instrumental
in building understanding and dia¬
logue between nations. Nations
which talk different languages
wouldn't communicate were it not for
my profession," he stated.
A participant in bridging the
gap between foreign countries,
Voitsekhovsky served as an inter¬
preter. Beginning his translating ca¬
reer with a youth travel agency and
passenger cruise to Scandinavian
countries, he has interpreted at inter¬

Voitsekhovsky also notices a
difference in degree of motivation.
"Students pay for their education
here, and they're more motivated," he
theorized. However, because the So¬
viet government funds colleges rather
than the students, "students are not
motivated to work real hard," said
Voitsekhovsky. He stressed this
problem from a professor's stand¬
point, for it's difficult to inspire stu¬
dents to work academically.
Overall,
though,
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Citing Gorbachev's weak¬
nesses, Voitsekhovsky claims "he is a
child of the party bureaucracy." From
listening to his various speeches, he
additionally points out a decrease in
confidence level. "His 1987-88
speeches perceived a new step for¬
ward. Now, he really has less confi¬
dence in his political course. He
sounds helpless from the way he
speaks - less and less convincing to
everybody with nothing to actually
say," Voitsekhovsky observed.
Despite these drawbacks,
though, he does not "want to believe
that this is a turnaround to cancel
perestroika. Gorbachev is a wise man.
The military dictatorship everybody is
talking about is not likely to happen,"
Voitsekhovsky assured. "People have
already been changed to maintain the
glasnost principle."
Peter Voitsekhovsky will re¬
main at Bates this semester, returning
to the University of Odessa to resume
teaching in the spring.

And we hope you’ll meet some of
them, too. They are the enthusiastic
volunteers of the AHA, and they
generously donate their time and
care, visiting homes, schools and
workplaces everywhere, helping
millions learn how to reduce their
risk of heart disease. Without them,
our organization wouldn’t be the
success that it is. If you’d like to
volunteer, or simply learn more,
call or write your nearest
American Heart Association.

Volunteer.

American Heart
Association

*

We know 2.7 million people
with unusually large hearts.

It Works Wonders.

American
Heart
Association

BE A GOOD

the Soviet population. "There's a poor
level of organization through govern¬
ment channels. I feel it's hitting
people. There's an uneasiness with
people concerned immediately with
everyday life and how to face tomor¬
row," he commented. As a result,
"immigration is growing. There's
ethnic unrest and desperate attempts
for some republics to secede moti¬
vated solely by economic problems,"
stated Voitsekhovsky.
Concerning Lithuania's at¬
tempt to secede and consequential in¬
vasion by the Soviet Union,
Voitsekhovsky feels deep "sadness
and disappointment" with the course
of action taken. He believes in a "close
connection" between the invasion of
Lithuania and Operation Desert
Storm. "Bush bought Gorbachev's
consent for aggression in Iraq, and
consequently, Gorbachev felt freer in
taking a more hardline course of ac¬
tion at home," Voitsekhovsky com¬
mented.
He also noted that the Baltic
Area isn't the sole area of military oc¬
cupation. "The military has active
participation throughout the country
in maintaining public order. Now the
army patrols the streets with the po¬
lice," he said. However, he also cau¬
tioned that "the army doesn't have
proper equipment. If tension breaks,
so will bloodshed and fighting."
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With A New Social Life
a New Bates

For juniors, seniors and people who have been here for more
than four years, the social life at Bates has changed profoundly
in the last few years. Seniors remember different house parties
every weekend and campus wide dorm parties where all four
classes partied together. Now, seniors are more likely to head off
campus then stay here on Friday and Saturday nights, while
underclassmen are accustomed to serial Page parties attended
by mostly other underclassmen.
This years new students came to a campus where weeknight
parties are the exception rather than the norm, whereas four
years ago the Class of '91 could rely on Pierce House every
Wednesday and the Bill every Thursday. Now, blue-slipping
regulations—supposedly due to dorm damage—have limited
even dorm parties, which are quite literally the last frontier.
The next freedom to go will undoubtedly be alcohol. Dry
happy hours and a dry inaugural ball seem to indicate a
gradual phasing out of "wet" events. While we do not condone
alcohol abuse or a social life centered around alcohol, we are
concerned that with the new restrictions on parties, the entire
flavor of Bates will change.
Thanks to these new conflicts, this is no longer is this a cam¬
pus where "everybody knows everybody'' Seniors at a Page
party ask, 'Who are all these people?" while freshmen want to
know 'What was Pierce House?" The housing crunch is forcing
more and more people off campus, creating more small, private
parties than there have ever been. It is harder for dorms and
houses to have parties just for themselves, and they are accord¬
ingly less unified.
All the new elements add up to one thing: a fractured student
body with less in common, less opportunities to meet one an¬
other, and less to do. The changes will undoubtedly spur cre¬
ativity, and hopefully lessen the Bates dependence on alcohol,
but cliquey, unintegrated campus is too great a price to pay for
these indefinite gains.
NEWS STAFF: Jon Custis, Erica Ferguson, Gary Lombardo,
Laura Mytels, Steve Ryder, Jen Shumilla, Tabitha Sparks
FOCUS STAFF: Beck Schoenfeld, Bill Pepe, Fayling Leung,
Adam Fifield, Courtney Fleisher, Barnaby Wickham
ARTS STAFF: Josh Friedlander, Anthony Miller, Isabel Roche;
Marian Proctor, graphics
SPORTS STAFF: Sarah Whitney,Grace Murphy, Peter Carr, Laura
Sullivan, Barnaby Donlon, Barnaby Wickham, Jane Armstrong
FORUM STAFF: Michael Davidson, Richard Samuelson, Rich
Taylor
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF: Sarah Dunham, Courteney Fleisher,
Alexis Gentile, Kelly Killeen, Scott Pirn, Amy Ward, Sarah
Whitney, Lindsey Goodwin
The Bates Student is published weekly by the students of Bates College when the college is in
session. All letters must be received by 12:00 noon on the Monday prior to publication. The
newspaper will print only signed letters. Letters should be submitted typed, single spaced, or
preferably saved on a 5.25" or 3.5" computer disk, in Word Perfect, or ASCII format. The Bates
Student reserves the right not to print letters and to edit letters over 500 words for length and
clarity. At the discretion of the editor, longer letters may be printed. Address all correspondence
to The Bates Student, Bates College, Box 309, Lewiston, Maine, 04240, or telephone (207)783-7108.
Letters may be delivered in person to room 224 Chase Hall. Subscription rates are $18 for two
semesters and $ 10 for one semester.

Gillis Challenged on Majors

To the Editor:
Dear Mr Gillis : In your letter to
last week's Student regarding alter¬
native "specialized" majors here at
Bates, you seem to have three general
points that attempt to undermine the
existence of such majors. In general, I
feel that your logic concerning the is¬
sue of having non-traditional classes
in an educational curriculum is com¬
pletely misguided. Let me elaborate
point by point:
Point # 1: You claim that the work
of "women and other minority
groups" should only be included into
disciplines when "relevant," not sim¬
ply because the work was produced
by "women and other minority
groups." First of all, it is no longer
your place to decide when it becomes
relevant. Second of all, by claiming
that this alternative education should
simply be added on to the already ex¬

isting canon implies that this canon is
somehow "right," as if it was the core.
I believe that one purpose for creating
alternative disciplines is to question
and challenge the already existing
ones; these alternative disciplines are
not necessarily meant to be accom¬
modating.
Point #2: Another misguided
comment of yours-about the one-di¬
mensional differences between you
and me- HA! Biologically, we may
have "arbitrary" differences in "cer¬
tain body organs," but there is much
more to you and me than our biology.
In an ideal world, your argument
would mean something. But we do
not live in a world where the colors of
our skin and our religious beliefs are
simply arbitrary differences. We have
experienced very different environ■ SEE MAJORS, PAGE 7

"The Liberation of Bates
Has Begun"
To the Editor:
The liberation of Bates has begun.
The Bates Bubble of strict liberalism
burst open during the recent weeks of
activism. Finally, Bates nears a truer
sense of diversity and egalitarianism
as students and faculty from the po¬
litical right have regained their voices.
No longer must Bates be a politically
one sided, biased and totalitarian
bastion of liberalism. We may now
enter an era of socio-political egali¬
tarianism in which both sides of the
spectrum may exist and interact pro¬
ductively. Yet this may only occur if
the college community recognizes the
need to achieve political balance
through faculty hiring and equal rec¬
ognition opposing views.
Organizations such as DSA, SAA,
College Republicans and the Politics

club have revived political diversity
on campus. The Bates Student itself
has recognized this movement by
placing Professor Hodgkin on its front
page as a news-maker from the right
moving against the current. Despite
the efforts of other faculty members to
de-legitimize his protest, Mr. Hodgkin
succeeded in making his statement.
We of the political right follow his
lead, and now we speak out for our¬
selves in what may soon be a balanced
political forum.
No longer must students such as Amy
Brunner '94 "have trouble expressing"
her political views because she feels
"pressured to be liberal like every¬
body else." The Bates conservatives
have spoken and have been heard.
The bubble is burst and the silence is
over.
Bill Guidera '92

"A Letter To Brendan"

To the Editor:
Dear Brendan,
Thank you for your letter about how
dumb Afro-American studies and the
other ones are (La,la, la,la). I just
wanted to tell you, Brendan, that
Mommy and Daddy were not always
right when they told you that all
people were equal (la, la,la la). Yes,
Brendan, I know that you learned in
the third grade that "All men are cre¬
ated equal...created equal...CREATED
EQUAL," but what they forgot to tell
you, Brendan, is that black people, at
the time this nice phrase was written,
were not treated nice (La, la,la,la). Be¬
lieve it or not, Brendan, white people
were, AND STILL ARE, mean to black
people because they have different
colored skin. Oh my, Brendan, don't

choke on your Mounds bar, but it is
true (la, la,la, la). Also, Brendan, men
are still mean to women because they
have funny body parts. That is why
the MEN in congress do not like the
Equal
Rights
Amendment.
(La,la,la,la).
You see, Brendan, Mommy and
Daddy told you certain things so that
you would be happy (La,la,la). It's like
Santa—oops, Brendan, maybe
Mommy and Daddy haven't told you
yet, but Santa Claus is not real. Yes, I
know Brendan, you've seen him at the
mall and you've seen him on televi¬
sion, but believe it or not, he is a makebelieve person. Now, Brendan, don't
go and tell the other boys and girls
■ SEE BRENDAN, PAGE 6

More Letters to the Editor, Pages 6 & 8
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Stuck in the Middle: Hot or Cold in Bates Bathooms
Do those annoying, evil springs
on our faucets really save water? I
doubt it. Perhaps I exaggerate a bit
with regard to the annoyance which
these serpentine spigots bite us with,
as I have been spoiled by a year in
Parsons House which has normal
faucets, and then at a semester at an-

Richard Samuelson
other school, also which has normal
faucets. These faucets have an inesti¬
mable impact on our lives. Think
about the daily routine. When you
first get up and go to the bathroom,
the first crisis of the day arises. You go
to the bathroom half-awake and then
go to wash your hands. You are then
confronted with a choice: either bum
or freeze yourself out of slumber, and
this really gets the day off to a good
start.
If you decide to go with the colder
option, your hands instantly begin to
freeze when they touch the water,
which somehow gets to about 20 de¬
grees fahrenheit. Alternately, you can
decide to risk third degree burns at the
hand of water which verges on the
gaseous state. Either way, you leave
the sink with what are still essentially
dirty hands, as soap gets used in
quantities which probably could not
clean a large fingernail. If you choose
either of these options, the school
saves water, and people run around in
highly sanitized condition.
There are of course two other op¬

tions which are far more popular. If
you like to do aerobic work in the
bathroom, you can dart from faucet to
faucet, from hot to cold rapidly in an
attempt to confuse your hands into
thinking that you are really someplace
other than a Bates, like a gas station
restroom, and that there is actually a
regular faucet with two dials on one
nozzle.
I have heard that a "washersize"
video will soon be sold at the college
store so that we can get our daily ex-

By putting normal faucets
into the bathrooms, the
administration would
take a major step towards
building a veritable
camelot in Lewiston.
ercise done in a methodical way while
washing. In the process of this exer¬
cise, we will use more water than we
would use otherwise because we hold
the faucet on for a long time as we
hesitantly put a hand in and then re¬
coil with as much celerity as a naked
hemorrhoid sufferer who had the
misfortune of sitting on an old, frayed,
straw chair.
All this leaves the most sensible
way a washing, which has two major
drawback which I will get to later.
This technique involves filling up the
basin with water and use the "splash"
method. The problem with this is that
the water gets soapy before the soap is

off, causing the necessity of repeating
step a again.
This method was ruined for me
freshmen year as a result of living in
Smith Middle with people who
thought that the springs on the faucets
had the same purpose as the lever on
a different kind of basin. I suspect that
a similar deflowering of sinks has oc¬
curred elsewhere as well. Further, I
do not think that the average hand¬
wash fills a sink.
Actually, I lie. These faucets do
reduce the amount water used, be¬
cause their use provides such rollick¬
ing excitement that people do not
bother to wash their hands, making
me think twice about shaking hands
around campus.
I have tried to think of true ad¬
vantages of the bi-faucet with a spring
system and have come up with exactly
one. They do ensure that faucets are
not left on. However, the same argu¬
ment could be used to put spring on
light switches.
This school thinks that we are re¬
sponsible enough to do many things
as they always tell us, of course they
never mention exactly what those
many things are. Changing the fau¬
cets would be a good example of soli¬
darity on the part of the tyrannous
administration with the oppressed
students. They could give us the im¬
measurable responsibility of turning
our own faucets off, as they do with
our showers.
This would also have the benefit
of being both a pro-diversity and a

pro-choice position, which no one, ex¬
cept for those greedy spring manufac¬
turers who benefit from the current
system would attempt to argue
against. By putting normal faucets
into the bathrooms, the administra¬
tion would take a major step towards
building a veritable camelot in
Lewiston.
No longer would a student live in
a world with only the absolute op¬
tions, he or she could set the tempera¬
ture of the water anywhere across a
range. And all this comes without the
loss of the extremes for mutants who

If you like to do aerobic
work in the bathroom, you
can dart from faucet to
faucet, from hot to cold
rapidly in an attempt to
confuse your hands into
thinking that you are re¬
ally someplace other than
a Bates...
like their water straight up.
No longer would tundra have to
be contrasted with desert, as the full
diverse range of the heat spectrum
could be explored by adventurous
students. In short, students would
have more options from a more di¬
verse range of choices, and be re¬
sponsible for something, all in accor¬
dance with the stated principles of the
administration.

More Letters to the Editor
Table Mail Solution Offered
To the Editor:
We are writing with regard to the
abuse of table mail in Commons and
are offering a potential solution. As
many of you have noticed, pieces of
table mail often exceed 10 or 12 a day.
This is a needless waste of time and
resources. We propose that in place of
multiple individual advertisements,
one single sheet listing all upcoming
activities-updated on a daily basis and
printed on recycled paper-be placed
upon each table. Groups would be
permitted to submit up to four lines of
typed publicity by a certain deadline.
Verbal creativity would be allowed
and encouraged. These sheets would
be placed in reusable plastic folders
and left on tables all day. This action
would benefit the Bates community in
the following ways: 1) reduces the
amount of paper use of waste; 2) saves
money for student groups by elimi¬
nating publicity costs; 3) eliminates

Brendan
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

about this because you'll only make
them cry. It is important that boys and
girls believe in Santa Claus so they can
be happy (La,la,la).
I hope you are not mad at me,
Brendan, for telling you all this (La,la).
It will probably make you very sad,
but it is important, Brendan, that
when we grow up we learn things—
even bad things—about the real world.
The only problem, Brendan, is that
some people only teach us certain
things in school (La,la). Yeah, they say

need for Commons workers to clean
up table mail-student volunteers will
be responsible for the typing and dis¬
tribution of this informational sheet;
and 4) allows all groups equal access
to the student body. For those groups
that find it necessary to express them¬
selves artistically, we propose that
they advertise by means of the Board
of Events (located along the entrance
ramp to Commons). We hope that
students and the administration will
support this effort. A petition will be
available for signatures and this will
be a perfect way for you to show your
agreement with this proposal.
Steve Nichipor '93
Liz Rynecki '91
Jeremy Slayton '93
Scott Smith '91
David Wisniewski '93
Valerie Belz '93
we don't need to learn about other
people—I guess it's too confusing. It's
like learning to speak different lan¬
guages, Brendan. If we just speak
American then we are all fine. But if
we had to learn Black people language
and communist people language and
the rest of the jungle languages than it
would be too confusing (La,la). Gee,
Brendan, maybe you're right...maybe
we shouldn't learn about all that other
stuff (La). I'd rather just go out and
play.
Your friend,
Peter Light '92
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Pro-Policy Means Government
Pro -War
Can Be Wrong
To the Editor:
An article on the S.A.A. appeared
last week with a member quoted as
saying "We are not pro-war." I hope
someone can explain to me how this
can be so. As I see it,
1. The "Supporters of Allied Actions"
by definition support U.S. action.
They are "pro-U.S. action".
2. U.S. action was to declare war and
invade.
3. It seems inescapable that the S.A.A.
can only be "pro" the actions of the
U.S. which are war, i.e. pro-war.
Is this logic flawed? Perhaps what
is meant by not "pro-war" is "we
don't like it but we'll do it anyway."
This is still "supporting" the war,
"supporting" the death of thousands
of civilians, and "supporting" the
deaths of tens of thousands of sol¬
diers, who are forced by the Iraqi
government to fight or die.
The S.A.A. is "pro-war" and war
equals death, so they are also pro¬
death, and against peaceful measures
like diplomacy, and sanctions. They
are thus "pro-impatience," "pro-ag¬
gression" and "pro-destruction."
It would help the S.A.A.'s image
to admit their true position. It is more
pleasant to be wrong and honest than
wrong and deceitful besides.

To the Editor:
I am tired of hearing that the
governments policy should be sup¬
ported because our soldiers are now
fighting in the Persian Gulf. The gov¬
ernment can be wrong. Our founding
fathers allowed slavery in this coun¬
try. This was wrong. The government
placed Native Americans in reserva¬
tions because they were in the way of
U.S. expansion to the west. This was
wrong. The government interned
Japanese-American citizens during
WYVII. This was wrong. The govern¬
ment has been wrong many other
times and will be wrong many more.
All these actions were supported by
the majority of the U.S. citizens, but
that doesn't make them any less
wrong. The government policy can be
wrong. The government policy can be
wrong, even if soldiers are dying,
even if 99.9% of the U.S. supports the
action.
Benjamin Kawaguci '92

THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIAL PROGRAM .,

$

Ip American Heart Association

Yours in service,
Rich Taylor '91

This space provided as a public service.
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Big Packs and Mommy Tracks :Male Standards for All
I have heard a lot recently about
the draft, and especially about the
possible drafting of women. I have
heard a several men say women
should not be drafted because "they
can't carry those big backpacks",

Jesseca Timmons
"they couldn't deal with killing
people," and they "would probably
cry when they saw a bomb." May I
remind these men that, once again,
this is evaluating women against a
male standard, not against a human
standard? Those "big packs" were
developed for an army of all men in
the days when women were relegated
to stay at home as baby machines.
How would men feel if they were told,
"You can't go to war, we need your
sperm"?
If you were to turn stereotypical
male characteristics against them as is
routinely done to women, the result
would be ludicrous. Can you imagine
if men were told, "You can't be presi¬
dent of the United States—you don't
menstruate! You have no capacity to
deal with physical discomfort on a
regular basis, you can't hide pain, you
aren't in tune with natural cycles, you
probably aren't in tune with your own
body. You aren't experienced in deal¬
ing with the extra responsibility of
menstruation that makes women so
capable. Most of all, you do not have

that bond in common with more than
half the population of this country!
How could you ever represent the
people?"
Imagine if men were told they
couldn't be president because they are
"too rational": "We can't have some
man in here—if there were a nuclear
war, a man would follow a logical

Men are never told, " You
want a job? Forget it! We
can't have a bunch of fa¬
thers in here taking off ev¬
ery time Junior gets a
cold!'’
equation and annihilate the entire
planet Earth if x didn't equal y." Or if
they were denied the job because they
were too stubborn to ever change their
minds: "A man in this job? He would
make a mistake—like deciding to un¬
leash our nuclear arsenal on Luxembourg-and never admit it just to look
macho! Women can change their
minds and admit their mistakes—a
trait which could save our planet from
destruction."
Imagine if job-hunting men were
told, "I'm sorry, we don't offer daddytrack positions. Why don't you take
your sperm home and keep it warm
until you conceive a child." Men are
never told," You want a job? Forget it!
We can't have a bunch of fathers in

here taking off every time Junior gets
a cold! This is a place of business! "
They are never told "You're single?
Forget it. Pretty soon you'll meet some
nice woman to take care of you. You
don't need this job," or "We're giving
the woman the promotion instead of
you because you'll probably move
away to follow your wife's career
anyway." Men are taunted with,"
What are you working for? Aren't you
missing your soaps!"
Picture an office where women
stand around and ogle men in shorts
at the copier. An office where a man's
boss tells him to where shorts because
he has such great legs. Picture an of¬
fice where a man's legs are then topic
of conversation for all the executives.
Not only that, but imagine men being
instructed, as part of the dress code, to
shave their legs because their natural
hair is so hideous their co-workers
cannot concentrate with it in their
presence! Hell will freeze over before
this happens.
Think of men having to act
"feminine" to succeed in a femaledominated world—and of them con¬
forming to the female stereotype that
has been created in a male world.
Imagine men wearing green mascara!
Instead of businesswomen in mascu¬
line navy pinstripe suitettes with little
pseudo-ties, we would see men totter¬
ing around in spike-heeled Cole Hahn
loafers in an attempt to look more
delicate. They would shave four times

a day to attain that baby-soft com¬
plexion. They would do aerobics on
their lunch hours, trying desperately
to tone their tummies and make their
enormous limbs smaller. Dark men
would huddle in the locker rooms af-

Imagine a world where
men are excluded from the
army because they might
distract the intense female
bonding in the foxholes.
terwards, facial bleach drying on their
faces, hoping their manager wouldn't
see them. "Gotta act like a woman in a
woman's world," you would hear
them sigh as they pulled on their ny¬
lons in the heat of July.
Imagine a world where men are
excluded from the army because they
might distract the intense female
bonding in the foxholes. A world
where guns are too small for them to
handle correctly, or where their voices
are too loud to give effective orders.
Where they are ridiculed for attempt¬
ing to do the things women excel at.
Where they are measured against the
standards of a sex that is physically,
psychologically, socially, culturally
and emotionally different, standards
that they cannot and should not have
to comply to prove themselves. It
sounds ridiculous—but if you turn it
around, you have the status quo.

"Freedom of Speech" And the War of Intolerance
"We are all sure that you consider
yourself, like the rest of us at Bates
College, an intelligent, rational, and
openminded human being." These
words appeared in a S.A.A flyer titled
INTOLERANCE in the table mail on
Tuesday night. However, after read¬
ing the flyer I began to see that the

Michael Davidson
authors were no more "intelligent, ra¬
tional, and openminded" than the
person or persons who put up the
posters attacking the S.A. A. It is ironic
that in something entitled INTOLER¬
ANCE, and claiming to uphold free
speech, the author or authors gave me
the impression that they were both
intolerant and anti-free speech.
The authors claim that the posters
constituted an assault on the integrity
of the S.A.A, and that they were
"slanted, opinionated, and tasteless".
On this point I can agree wholeheart¬

Majors
■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
ments that have shaped us in unique
ways. These differences are extreme
and huge and most importantly
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL. These are
differences that need to be addressed
and discussed, which is yet another
intention of alternative education.
Point #3" You claim that such
classes in the realm of Women's
Studies, African-American Studies,
American Cultural Studies, Native
American Studies, etc., should not be
included simply because a line will
eventually need to be drawn as to
where these "special" classes will end.
But who are you to draw the line?

edly. Offering that S.A.A. stood for
Slaughter All Arabs offended me and
did nothing to alter my opinion of the
S.A.A. However, the claim that the
posters attacked the S.A.A.'s right
freedom of speech and assembly is
baseless. The person(s) that put up the

Offering that S.A.A. stood
for Slaughter All Arabs
offended me and did
nothing to alter my opin¬
ion of the S.A.A.
posters merely exercised their consti¬
tutional right to express themselves in
any way that they desired.
In addition to accusing the poster
writer of attacking S.A.A.'s freedom of
speech the authors made a severe per¬
sonal attack on the poster writer(s).
The author called them "NarrowMinded Fools," and "bigots". These
Why is it YOU that gets to decide
what is "acceptable" education? The
fact is that people JUST LIKE YOU
have been determining what OUR
curriculum should be for a very long
time. If there is a demand for a major
in "People Who Prefer the Beatles to
Led Zeppelin," then there should be
one, that's all there is to it.
Why is it that you feel the existing
curriculum is "right"? In whose terms
is it "adequate" education? If you truly
recognized that these subjects have
been neglected for too long, and
thought about some of the reasons
why they have been ignored, you
would recognize the importance in
creating new extensive areas of study.
You need to understand the implica¬

attacks were as "slanted, opinionated,
and tasteless" as the attacks on the
S.A.A.! What the authors hoped to
achieve by this, I do not know. I sup¬
port the Gulf Policy, and have consid¬
ered becoming a member of the
S.A.A. If I were an S.A.A. member
then this is not the sort of literature
that I would want myself associated
with. An intelligent, rational, and
openminded human being does not
make such personal attacks on some¬
one they don't know.
The authors stated "YOU DO
NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO AT¬
TACK ANYONE'S FREEDOM OF
SPEECH." Yet in the next sentence
the author writes "Take away your
vile and perverted propaganda ... and
keep it for yourself." The message I
hear is that it is O.K. for the authors to
exercise their right of free speech, but
it isn't O.K. for anyone to criticize it. It
is true that posters were slanderous
tions of your argument against this
movement. You are representing the
very group that has been determining
education for a long time—you imme¬
diately assume that your view about
what is "necessary" education is
somehow "right".
Specialized classes are necessary
to recapture lost history. Many of us
have been asking for this history for a
long time. It is about time the true
"minority" took a step back to view
the educational situation: we are de¬
manding to know more than what
you have been telling us we should
know.
Jill Lemon '92

and tasteless, but there is a big differ¬
ence between attacking a person's
freedom of speech, and attacking the
speech itself. I think that both the
posters and the S.A.A flyer were of¬
fensive, and that is why I criticize both
of them. I will continue to criticize

The message I hear is that
it is O.K. for the authors to
exercise their right of free
speech, but it isn't O.K. for
anyone to criticize it
anything that I find offensive or slan¬
derous, but more importantly I will
continue to defend the right of anyone
to publish and say anything, no mat¬
ter how offensive I feel it is. I hope the
authors take their own advice and be¬
gin defending everyone's freedom of
speech, not just their own.

SEX
DRUGS
POLITICS...
(and Rock n* Roll)
Got an opinion?
Write for the Bates
Student Forum Section!
Meetings 9 PM Sundays
224 Chase Hall
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More Letters to the Editor

Saddam: Needs to be Stopped

Freedom to Support the Troops
To the Editor:
"Congress shall make no law re¬
specting an establishment of religion,
or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or of the right
of the people peaceably to assemble,
and to petition the government for a
redress of grievances." The First
Amendment of the American Consti¬
tution. The freedom of expression.
The freedom of speech. The freedom
to say what you want to say. Which¬
ever way you prefer to say it, the right
to express yourself is one which every
member ofour community values and
one which the first amendment
guarantees.Think about what it would
be like to not be able to speak freely.
What would it be like not to be able to
voice publicly your beliefs, philoso¬
phies, and thoughts. The community
would be astifled, morbid, oppressive
place. Keeping this in mind-- you
must stop taking this right for
granted! Believe it or not, people have
died protecting your right to expres¬
sion. If it were not for the thousands
of Americans who died during World
War Two, there would be an ugly
Nazi swastika flying over the quad
rather than the beautiful American
Stars and Stripes.
If it were not for the thousands of
Americans who died during World
War Two, I would not be able to ex¬
press my feelingsto you. If it were not
for the thousands of Americans who
died protecting your freedom of ex¬
pression, then no one would have the
opportunity to protest allied action in
the Persian Gulf War. Americans have

To the Editor:
The war in Iraq has been a con¬
stant topic of conversation across this
campus. Unfortunately, not every¬
body agrees with the action of the
United States and other allied forces.
There are those who shout "No Blood
for Oil." Others think the United
States has no business being in the
Persian Gulf and that we should keep
our nose out of other people's busi¬
ness. Still others argue that we should
wage peace, not war. Although no¬
body likes to be engaged in a
war,sometimes it is unavoidable.
Saddam Hussein needs to be
stopped. Last August,Mr. Hussein
invaded neighboring Kuwait. Thou¬
sands of Kuwait residents were raped,
killed and forced to submit to the
ways ofthis tyrant. As we speak, the
residents of Kuwait live in constant
terror as Iraqi military rules this once
peaceful nation. Freedom of speech is
something the Kuwait residents no
longer enjoy. The freedom of choice is
also something the Kuwaiti people no
longer enjoy. Everyday people in
Kuwait lose theirlife fighting to gain
back their right to be a free nation. I
think they deserve help in their plight,
and so do the alliedforces.
Oil is undeniably another reason
for being in the Gulf as well as liber¬
ating the Kuwait residents. Our entire
economy is based onthe petroleum
industry; we all drive cars, heat our
homes, and rely on public transporta¬
tion to get us to and from school. Pe¬
troleum is also used to run the ma¬
chinery which transports food around
the nation, as well as the machines
that make the clothes we wear and the
houses we build. If Mr. Hussein's ter¬

died for you. Fathers, mothers,
sisters,brothers, sons, daughters, rela¬
tives, and friends have died foryou.
At the present, more Americans
have volunteered to put their life on
the line for you in Saudi Arabia. These
volunteers have unselfishly inter¬
rupted their lives to defend your free¬
dom of expression, just like many
Americans before them have done.
You, me, and every other American
owe them our support. Our support
does not include protesting. Ameri¬
can soldiers who see Americans in the
United States carrying around a re¬
pulsive effigy of George Bush and
chanting a grossly oversimplified and
ignorantly clever phrase, "no blood
for oil" feel confused and disheart¬
ened. The American soldiers, as vet¬
erans of Vietnam have testified, feel
betrayed by such actions of the
American people. Betrayed. For this
simple reason consider your actions
carefully before you bum the Ameri¬
can flag and shout, "US out of the
Middle East." The American men and
women fighting a war in the Middle
East are fighting for your freedom of
expression. Do not use this freedom
of expression as a weapon against
them!
American servicemen and
servicewomen
need
your
support.TheAmerican troops are your
troops. Please, I beg you, out ofmoral
obligation to the courageous Ameri¬
cans fighting on your behalf, support
and do not protest allied actions.
Gary Lombardo '93

rorist act was left unnoticed, he would
not have stopped with Kuwait. Saudi
Arabia would have been next, and
then Syria, and finally back to Iran.
Having done this, he would then
control 70% of our world'soil, and do
you think the United States would
ever see a single drop of that oil? I
think not.
Protestors of allied actions claim
that we do not need the oil and that
the United States has a three year re¬
serve. Allow me to remind you that a
reserve is just that. What will happen
in three years when our reserves run
out? Will we have invented an alter¬
native by then? If not, will we go after
Mr. Hussein and his vast empire of
annexed nations?
He will probably have nuclear
weapons by then, and do you think he
would have any reservations about
using them? Again, I think not. The
time to stop Mr. Hussein is now! We
cannot run the risk of allowing a
present day dictator to become an
unstoppableforce in the future. Today
Mr. Hussein and his military forces
occupy Kuwait and are on the door¬
step of Saudi Arabia. Tomorrow, he
may be on our doorstep, and what
will we do then, say "Sorry,we are
waging peace with the world today,
please come bac kanother day." As
much as I wish this could work, it
would be unrealistic and unwise to
truly believe it. The brave men and
women in the Persian Gulf today are
risking their lives so that people like
you and me can sit on our computers
and exercise our freedom of speech.
Need I remind you that had the
■ SEE SADDAM, PAGE 19

L. T Horton
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Student Internship Available

HEART

Give your heart
an extra helping.

We’re Making a
Difference.

Say no to high-fat foods.

The program in Women's Stud¬
ies is looking for a student to act
as a research assistant this
summer for faculty designing the
Junior-Senior seminar, "Gender
and Inquiry." The intern will work
40 hours a week for 10 weeks;
pay is $2,100.00. If you are inter¬
ested, please submit a one-page
statement of interest to Georgia
Nigro by March 1,1991.

American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3 roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There’s only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money And that’s by getting the American Express® Card.
It’s the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students—including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place you’d like
to visit. If it’s on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost any time—because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you’ll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informa¬
tive articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there’s only one way to get all this—and that’s
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What’s more,
with our special student offer, it’s easier to get the
I Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

Membership Has Its Privileges’1

TRAVEL
! RELATED
_I SERVICES
An American Express company

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

If you're already a Cardmember, there’s no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arriving soon.

CONTINENTAL

Complete terms and conditions of this travel offer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this offer. American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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FOCUS: SOCIAL LIFE ON CAMPUS

"Dry" Campus Not Likely, Says Harward

fBates Istudt

Poll Conducted 2/6/91 ^Female: 46%
.

by Richard Woolfson
Staff Reporter
With the introduction of the
1989 Drug Free Schools and Commu¬
nities act, colleges and universities
throughout the country were forced to
rethink their alcohol policies. The
threat of suspension of federal fund¬
ing now haunts those schools that do
not produce evidence of compliance
with this new law.

Is there enough opportu
community to gather on1
during the1

"My intent is not, nor do I
think it is the faculty's
intent, to make Bates a dry
campus."
- Donald Harward
According to President
Donald Harward, "the 1989 act says
that institutions have to not only in¬
form students, faculty, and staff of lo¬
cal, state, and federal law, but they
must enforce local, state, and federal
law, and failure to comply with the act
puts the institution at risk of suspen¬
sion of any federal assistance."
Emphasizing his dissatisfac¬
tion with the pressures put on colleges
to enforce this new law, Harward
claimed, "I don't think enforcement
by itself is the most compatible means
by which to achieve an objective of
putting into better perspective the use
of alcoholic beverages in our social
context... I think counseling and edu¬
cative means and informing is a better
means."
Dean of Students Celeste
Branham agreed with the president on
this point, claiming, "I am of the mind
set that the educational approach is far
more beneficial than the enforcement
approach." She said that following a
path of education and informing
rather than enforcing "will remain a
centerpiece of our policy."
Although the president ex¬
pressed concern about playing the
role of enforcer, he apparently has no
choice in the matter, for, "part of what

Which of these events woi
attend, assuming all w(
particular Friday or S
(Respondents who answered in more than one category

President Donald Harward.
this is the case, but I suspect that there
might have been a few kegs in there
this year. We will have to become
much more attuned to that and insure

"What I do not want to see
is a college community in
which we have security
invading dormitories ... I
don't want invasions of
privacy to take precedence
for the sake of supporting
and following the policy
to the letter."
- Celeste Branham
that that doesn't occur."
For students at Bates, compli¬
ance will not mean an overly restric¬
tive alcohol policy. Branham said,
"what I do not want to see is a college
community in which we have security
invading dormitories ... I don't want
invasions of privacy to take prece¬

Dean of Students Celeste Branham.
Kelly Killeen Photo
being in compliance means is to have
procedures which restrict the con¬
sumption of alcohol by minors."
Specifically concerning the
future of Bates' alcohol policy,
Branham said, "when kegs start to roll
into Smith, that is such a flagrant vio¬
lation of policy. I'm not aware that

dence for the sake of supporting and
following the policy to the letter."
Branham further claimed
that, "I don't foresee, and I would re¬
sist to the end having junior advisors
and resident coordinators become a
police force on this campus ... I think
they would lose credibility and trust
and effectiveness."
Harward's concerns extend
beyond enforcement, though. He
said, "if social events are open to all,
then any policy that restricts behavior
or access to alcohol segregates the
population . .. (that's) counter to the
culture that people appreciate here."
Moreover, Plarward feels that
restrictive policy may lead minors
"underground" and off campus, di¬
viding the student population only
further. "All of us have to work very
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File Photo
hard so that we don't encourage
small, 'in group' kind of segregation
of social events."
The president is also con¬
cerned about the role of alcohol in the
Bates College social life. "I think that
as I talk to members of this commu¬
nity," he said, "that there is this sense
of disquietude regarding how we
have come to have alcohol so centrally
posed in the life of the campus . . .
We're not comfortable with the role of
alcohol in our society. We're not com¬
fortable with its linkage to lots of
things we find abhorred in society,
namely violence."
The president's alcohol-free
inauguration party last year carried,
according to him, a sense of inclusive¬
ness, as Harward said, "It would be an
event (if) alcohol wasn't necessary for
people to have a good time. I think
that sometimes we need to be re¬
minded that what defines a certain so¬
cial activity needn't be alcoholic bev¬
erage."
Claiming that all the input he

Campus-widt
Campus-wide
Dorm parties
"Pubs" (with,
Concerts/Plai
Coffee house

How often do you usually dri
Once or tw

28%

r
|B1

11%

49%
Three to five times a

Almost daily

If you do drink, within the last semester, 1
yourself, in small groups (10 or less), or i

Large groups

"We're not comfortable
with the role of alcohol in
our society. We're not
comfortable with its
linkage to lots of things
we find abhorred in
society, namely violence."
- Donald Harward
has received about the inauguration
party has been positive, Harward said
that some people were surprised to
attend such a successful gathering that
did not involve alcohol, while others
thought that the party offered a great
change of atmosphere.
Harward looks to the future
of social life at Bates and claims that,
■ SEE HARWARD, PAGE 13

Not in the past year

9%

Do you use rru
76% 24%

Yes

If you do use marijuana, within the last
yourself, in small groups (10 or less), or

18%
Large groups

mm

Small g

Several of these questions were t«
survey, run in the September 16, 198
Results for that survey were roughly t

K

FOCUS: SOCIAL LIFE ON CAMPUS

Alcohol Too Central to Bates' Social Life

iident Poll
-

Total 624 Respondents
Male: 54%

pportunity for the Bates
ter on weekends and/or
\g the week?

^

Don't Know

Reese, Rosenthal and Tisdale Offer Their Perspective on Student Drinking Habits*^
by Beck Schoenfeld
Staff Reporter

In tracing the historical evo¬
lution of parties and the pervasiveness
of alcohol on the Bates campus, As¬
sistant Dean of Students James Reese
noted that although parties are 'less
frequent" today, alcohol consumption
has increased. "Drinking beyond so¬
cial drinking is the norm, and people
equate alcohol with not being sober,"
he commented.
At the tail end of the Seventies
and into the Eighties, Reese recalled

nts would you most likely
l all were offered on a
ay or Saturday night?
one category were counted in all answered categories)

00

npus-wide (alcohol-free) events
'ipus-wide events (with alcohol)
tn parties (with alcohol)
bs" (with alcohol)
icerts/Plays/Movies
fee house (alcohol-free)

ally drink alcoholic beverages?
tyear
ice or twice a month
1 Once or twice a week
times a week
semester, have you consumed alcohol by
>r less), or in large groups (10 or more)?

42%
Small groups

■ 8%
By yourself

use marijuana?
6%

No

in the last semester, have you used it by
3r less), or in large groups (10 or more)?

Small groups

By yourself

s were taken from a Health Center
er 16, 1988 issue of the Bates Student.
roughly the same as those for this poll.

Assistant Dean of Students James
Reese.
Lindsay Goodwin Photo
what was the "Pierce House Tradi¬
tion: an all-campus gathering" during
a weekend night. However, as the
high attendance of these parties vio¬
lated newly enforced fire codes, the
tradition soon disintegrated.
According to Reese, parties
then became more "numerous" and
"smaller," with four or five different
parties on both Friday and Saturday
nights.
Heading into the mid-Eighties, Reese observed the student body
moving toward a more "academicoriented" posture. He attributed this
change to Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid William Hiss because he
was recruiting "more generally seri¬
ous students."
Reese said Chase parties be¬
gan in 1982-83: "It was an opportu¬
nity every month to gather the whole
campus," he said.
With the change in both place
and frequency of parties came the
eventual change in drinking patterns.
Reese distinguished between student
attitude towards alcohol before and
after the drinking age moved from 18
to 21. "If a student had a beer or two
on Monday or Tuesday (when the le¬
gal age was 18), it was looked upon as
being unusual. They were deemed as
drinkers," Reese recalled. "On the
weekend, they were people to watch
for because they would have a few
more," he added.
As the legal age to drink is
currently 21, "there are more beers
campus-wide," he stated. "Now it's
not uncommon to have casual re¬
freshments - a couple of beers - on a
week-night.
It's more normal.
Whether of age or not, the drinking
volume is more," declared Reese.
In response to the increased

drinking phenomena, Reese added
that the administration won't hesitate
to "put in measures. They (students)
must want it addressed because it's a
problem, and we're not reluctant to
enforce rules," he said.
"Students have in a sense
sought advantage of it (alcohol) - all to
be in the same place, consume to the

The law is, in some ways,
insulting to college-age
students. It blames them
almost entirely for the
phenomena of drunk
driving. It treats their
behavior, which may lead
to something illegal, as a
crime."
- Paul Rosenthal
point that it's problematic, and then
turn around and say, 'Gosh, how can
you let us do this?"' he commented.
"The Trustees are concerned
with the use and presence of alcohol at
Bates. The school is ready to put in
rules not letting those under-age into
parties," Reese affirmed.
Personally, Reese feels that,
"because someone can handle it, wake
up the next day and tell about it, is not
good. People brag about hangovers,"
he said, adding, "Saying, 1 was really
out of it last night. What did I do?' is
not funny. It's not healthy," said
Reese.
He advises students to ac¬
tively participate in dialogue and
suggest new ways to deal with alcohol
on the Bates campus. "I think it'll be
addressed very seriously soon, and it
should be. How the administration
will respond to it may not be in ways
which students wish," he warned.

age raise to 21, there was a corre¬
sponding effort to prevent campus
division. "We didn't want a system
where those under-age can't go to the
same parties as those of age. We
didn't want to exclude people based
on age," Rosenthal explained.
Additionally, Rosenthal indi¬
cated the "pressure on colleges to be
less hands-off and take the more
hands-on approach." As an example,
he cited a law passed last year, requir¬
ing all colleges and universities to
prevent the abuse and illegal use of
alcohol and drugs. If the institution
doesn't comply, government funding
will cease.
Rosenthal said he feels law
enforcement, "undermines the rela¬
tionship between the people who
work at the college and the students.
The college is in an awkward position
to tell students what they can't do.
The law is, in some ways, insulting to
college-age students. It blames them
almost entirely for the phenomena of
drunk driving. It treats their behavior,
which may lead to something illegal,

"Students have in a sense
sought advantage of it
(alcohol) - all to be in the
same place, consume to
the
point that it's
problematic, and then
turn around and say,
'Gosh, how can you let us
do this?"'
- James Reese
as a crime," he declared.
Essentially, "there's a tension
between students and the administra¬
tors," Rosenthal concluded.
According to Rosenthal, this

Paul Rosenthal, coordinator of student activities.
Sources say that the school
administration proposes to designate
Mitchell House as a "non-alcoholic"
house in the up and coming lottery.
This new policy would include signed
contracts by the residents of the house
banning all alcoholic beverages and
intoxicated residents and guests. The
proposal will go before the Resident
Assembly at their next meeting.
Focusing on the school's cur¬
rent approach to alcohol at parties,
Coordinator of Student Activities Paul
Rosenthal emphasized that with the

Lindsey Goodwin Photo

friction resulted iii the college's disen¬
gagement with "being in the business
of law enforcement." Instead, the ad¬
ministration has left it "up to the stu¬
dents to behave legally," he added.
With the selling of tickets at
the door, the Bates administration
"talked with attorneys and decided it
was okay for people to pool money in
advance to buy alcohol," explained
Rosenthal. "If money was collected
after alcohol was bought, then the
tickets allowed alcohol to be sold," he
■ SEE ALCOHOL, PAGE 17
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FOCUS: SOCIAL LIFE ON CAMPUS

Lewiston Establishments Note Trends in Bates Patrons7 Attendance
by Adam Fifield
Staff Reporter
When Bates students do
leave campus, they often do so in
search of night life; owners of favorite
Batesie hangouts like those of The
Blue Goose, The Cage and Nothing

"We would always find a
way to get down to The
Cage ... we'd steal bikes
from Parker and some
people even cross country
skied down in the winter."
- Mike LaMiller, owner of
'The Blue Goose' Tavern
But The Blues therefore offer a special
perspective on the patterns and
changes in student social life.
Batesies do contribute signifi¬
cantly to local businesses. "Bates stu-

'The Cage' TaveriuAmy Ward Photo
dents are important to me," says Mike
LaMiller, owner of the Blue Goose bar
on Sabattus Street. According to
LaMiller, 'The Goose' was established
in 1933 and has been a "Bates Bar"
ever since the founding day. This
year, he says business from Batesies
has amounted to about thirty percent
of his profits.

Mike Desbien, co-owner of
'Nothing But The Blues' Cafe with his
wife Claudia, opened the cafe last year
on College Street because he says,
"We knew the college was nearby and
that it would undoubtedly help busi¬
ness." 'Nothing But The Blues' earned
twenty percent of its profits from
Bates students this past semester, says
Desbien, adding, "We just wished the
response (among Bates students) was
better."
The Cage is the farthest dis¬
tance-wise from Bates of the three es¬
tablishments; however, the distance
does not affect business, according to
John Pierce, owner of The Cage.
Pierce, a Bates graduate, had this to
say of the popularity of The Cage
when he attended the school: "We
would always find a way to get down
to The Cage ... we'd steal bikes’ from
Parker and some people even cross
country skied down in the winter."
Once the weather warms up,
Pierce speculates that more students
will venture to walk to The Cage from
campus. First semester, Bates busi¬
ness accounted for twenty percent of
his profits. However, he says profits
from Bates business usually increase
drastically during second semester
and short term.
The Blue Goose has seen its
best year since Mike LaMiller bought
it, he said, but he estimates that Bates
business has remained the same as in
past years. "I think the recession has
been the main factor for the overall in¬
crease in business. Its sad and unfor¬
tunate, and that's when a lot of people
drink," says LaMiller.
LaMiller cites a change in the
social behavior of Bates students in
the past few years as a possible expla¬
nation for why business hasn't gone
up with Batesies. "Batesies have
changed," he says. "In recent years,
they're not the hard partiers they used
to be."
LaMiller associates this ap¬
parent reserved nature of Batesies in
the past few years with academic
stress. His words of advice to Bates
students are as follows : "You just
have to say 'what the f—?' once in a

Harward Discusses Alcohol Policy
U CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
"my intent is not, nor do I think it is
the faculty's intent, to make Bates a
dry campus." Harward prefers a
policy of raising alcohol awareness
and education.
Furthermore, Harward feels
that with restrictions on alcohol con¬
sumption by minors, the school has
"an obligation to have spaces and ac¬
tivities that are available for social use
that do not involve alcohol."
Branham also holds that,
"campuses that are calling themselves
dry are not dry. They cannot be dry.
They don't have the resources to en¬
force a dry campus. Why call yourself
a dry campus when you know that
students are drinking in their rooms
or their going to local bars to drink.
They're going off campus and drink¬
ing and driving. It's simply an illu¬
sion. There is no such thing, in my es¬
timation, as a dry campus."
The president assures the

community that even though the new
law prohibits minors from consuming
alcoholic beverages at campus wide
events, they will continue to be al¬
lowed to attend these events.
Additionally, Harward be¬
lieves that by tightening alcohol
policy in lieu of the act, "that we can
make great progress in the categories
of education and counseling and in¬
forming and providing alternative so¬
cial activities."
A proposal is now before the
president to establish a committee in¬
volving students and faculty that will
provide recommendations to the ad¬
ministration concerning alcohol and
drug policy. Branham hopes that this
committee will be formed within the
week, and will make its recommenda¬
tions by short term. These recom¬
mendations will brought before the
Board of Trustees over Memorial Day
weekend.
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The 'Blue Goose' Tavern on Sabattus street
while."
Batesies are "very unpredict¬
able" in their patterns of social behav¬
ior according to Desbien, who ob¬
serves the unusual times some Bates
students stop by to buy a cup of coffee
at Nothing But The Blues. "Bates stu¬
dents could fill the cafe any night of

"We knew the college was
nearby and that it would
undoubtedly
help
business . . . We just
wished the response
(among Bates students)
was better."
- Mike Desbian, owner of
'Nothing But The Blues'
the week," he says. "There's no telling
when they'll show up."
Although Friday night ap¬
pears to be the most popular night for
Bates students at Nothing But The
Blues, Desbien says he often fills the
cafe to capacity on a Tuesday after¬
noon or evening. He partially at¬
tributes the ambiguous social sched¬
ule followed by Batesies who go to
Nothing But The Blues to the fact that

Amy Ward Photo

"we attract a non-drinking crowd."
He says he feels it is impor¬
tant to provide an atmosphere some¬
where near the Bates campus for those
students who don't wish to partake in
intoxication.
Even for those who do enjoy
drinking, the off-campus scene may
not have the appeal it once did. Busi¬
ness with Batesies is not as high as it
used to be at The Cage. "Overall,
everybody's attitudes about drinking
are different nowadays," says bar
owner John Pierce. Pierce says Bates
business at The Cage has decreased as
a result of an increase of on-campus
activities. He claims that keg parties
on campus remove any need or desire
for Batesies to barhop in Lewiston.
The Blue Goose, being the
oldest bar in Maine, "is the only game
in town," as stated by its owner Mike
LaMiller. "I have no competition." He
says he aims to provide a place where
students and Lewiston residents are
able to sit down and have a drink in a
relaxed atmosphere.
All three of the above estab¬
lishments have recently made it policy
to employ Bates students. LaMiller
says "students enjoy their own com¬
pany," and claims the biggest nights
for Batesies to stop by the Goose are
when a fellow Batesie is bar tending.

WHAT: Career Discovery Internship Program
Why: A valuable opportunity to gain firsthand
exposure to a career field of interest to you.
When: April 15-19,1991
Applications and alumni sponsor information
will be available at the OCS, Ladd Library,
and Concierge between January 30 and
_March 4._
We're Looking For a Few Good Reporters ...
Come to the Bates Student Meetings: Sunday nights 9:00 p.m.
-

Chase Hall Rm. 224

-

FOCUS: SOCIAL LIFE ON CAMPUS

Students Lament Absence of House Parties
by Richard Samuelson
Staff Reporter
"There is a lack of campus
comraderie with the loss of house
parties," said Jonathan Michaels, '92,
describing a sentiment that seems
shared by many members of the stu¬
dent body.

"There is a lack of campus
comraderie with the loss
of house parties."
- Jonathan Michaeles, *92
The changes in rules regard¬
ing house parties, as well as other
changes regarding how they are en¬
forced, have, in senior Peter Carr's
opinion, "caused a clicquish type of
thing."
Part of this clicquishness
manifests itself in an increased num¬
ber of Batesies going to bars. Carr
noted that "more people go to the
Goose now," also pointing out that
this search for entertainment off cam¬
pus has had the dangerous side effect
of "more people driving drunk."
Sharon Hartnet, '91, notes
that, "The concept of a house party is
no longer." This has had much to do
with the cheques that people see. She
noted that because there are no house
parties, or at least no campus-wide
house parties, "you go to parties with

people you know."
These two occurrences are re¬
lated because of the pervasive fear
that any party not in Page,
Chase Hall, JB, or Roger Wil¬
liams will be broken up if it is
too loud. As a result, coteries
of friends get together so that
they can party together, and
not encounter this problem.

ing problem is that, "the parties just
aren't fun," as Carr commented. This
is contributed to by the cliquishness

On the point of more
studying, there was some dis¬
agreement. Hartnet contends
that people are simply doing

These small parties
are closed, not officially, but
from the fear of being broken
up from noise.
Chris
O'Connor, '91, clarified, "its
become very cliquey because
you can't have a house party
with others." Because of this
new, cliquey nature of parties,

"I don't think it
[changes in the
nature of Bates'
social scene] has
much to do with the
people as with the
lack of opportunity.
. . the opportunities
for good parties just
don't exist."
- Sharon Hartnet,'91

Michaelmas said, "you don't
know as many people as you
used to."
Another cause of so¬
cial fragmentation is the
tightening of rules about blue
slipping, and the enforcement
of the 'no tickets at the door'
policy. Chris Donovan, '92,
notices that spontaneity has

more of nothing. She further
contends that "I don't think it
suffered greatly. In the past, Pierce House, site of many former, now uncondoned,
[changes in the nature of
"you could just go to a party house parties.
File Photo Bates' social scene] has much
when you wanted." Now one
to do with the people as with
must plan in advance if one wants to
that everyone seems to agree has
the lack of opportunity ... the oppor¬
go to a party.
arisen.
tunities for good parties just don't ex¬
Perhaps the biggest underlyThe existence of fewer parties
ist."

Students Describe Bates' Social Life
by Courtney Fleisher
Student Correspondent
When we decide on a college
to attend for four years, the social
mechanics of the campus usually play
an important role in that decision.
What becomes evident is that, since
the social situation is very changeable,
the college to which we applied may
not be the same one we attend as jun¬
iors and seniors.
First-year students and
sophomores seemed to believe that
Bates' social scene was better than that
at other campuses they have visited.
They tended to feel positive about the
absence of fraternities and sororities
on the Bates campus.
"All of the social events on
campus are alcohol related," stated
two first-year students. Sophomore
Jen Barrett, '93, differed in opinion,
saying, "Bates offers enough options
socially. There is a big emphasis on
alcohol consumption here, but there
are alternatives like Noonday con¬
certs, lectures and things like the in¬
ternational and open-mike coffee
houses."
First-year students and
sophomores also seemed to believe
that the social scene here at Bates than
at other campuses they have visited.
They tended to feel positive about the
absence of fraternities and sororities
on the Bates campus.
The
underclasspersons
tended to think that fraternities and
sororities excluded members of the
community and created feelings of
sexism, racism, and cliquishness.
These students also felt good about
being in a smaller, closer-knit com¬
munity than seems to exist at bigger
universities, because they felt that this

is not really a dreadful thing; largely it
is a sign of the fact that Carr noted,
"people study more now then they
used to." Carr elaborated on
this increased studiousness by
saying that students "feel
guilty about going out."

made Bates students more open.
John Bradford, '94, says that
he chose a smaller school like Bates
because, "(he) would rather be a big
fish in a little pond than a little fish in
a big pond."
Even some juniors see the so¬
cial scene at Bates as being better than

"The type of student that
is being accepted now is a
lot more uptight than the
type of student that was
here when I was a first
year student. The more
prestigious
Bates
becomes, the less wild,
party type students we
have."
- Anonymous Senior Bates
Student
it is at a lot of other campuses. Jen
Shultz, '92, having transferred from
Skidmore College her sophomore
year, finds that there are more orga¬
nized, campus-wide events with alco¬
hol here as well as better attendance at
such events, saying, "At Skidmore, the
big thing was to get a fake id and go to
the bars in town. Here the social life is
on campus."
Other upperclasspersons see
the Bates campus social scene as
changed drastically between the aca¬
demic years of '88-'89 and '89-'90.
Several upperclasspersons find the
biggest problem to be the absence of
house parties.
"When I was a freshman here,
house parties were a big part of the

social scene on campus," says Van
Barker, '91. "Ever since they have
been banned, the campus has become
more cliquey. Now people get to¬
gether in small groups of friends and
drink in their rooms or get fake ID'S
and go off campus to be in a setting
like that of Pierce parties a couple
years ago."
Tim Shaw, '91, recalls that,
"Pierce parties were something that
you could count on in the middle of
the week. They were different than
campus wide, dorm parties. There
were not as many people and they
were all crammed into such a small
place. There was something exciting
about having to deal with such
crowds."
Most students tend to agree
that there is a real need for a student
center that would provide a setting for
different types of parties than those
offered by the Page, the Bill, and J.B.
Some upperclasspersons find
the problem to be rooted in campus
security. Says Greg Guidotti, '92,
"Security used to advocate the social
endeavors. They would keep things
under control, but they would turn
their heads the other way to enough
things that we could still have a good
time. Now they just run around with
flashlights looking to break up par¬
ties."
Another element of the prob¬
lem is the changing image of Bates.
One senior states, "The type of stu¬
dent that is being accepted now is a lot
more uptight than the type of student
that was here when I was a first year
student. The more prestigious Bates
becomes, the less wild, party type stu¬
dents we have."
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Alcohol 's Role Too Central
U CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
continued.
However, the selling of alcohol
requires a liquor license. Lack of a
license makes the college liable, and
thus, he says, "there is no sale of tickets
at the door."
Furthermore, the administra¬
tion in cooperation with students
identified problems and established a
procedure for conducting parties. Ac¬
cording to Rosenthal, two main prob¬
lems involve serving alcohol to those
already highly intoxicated and an
oversight on under-age drinking.
Regulations in response to
these problems include the prevention
of non-students into parties unless they
are registered guests, as well as sober
student supervisors for entrance, exit,
and serving areas, a distinction between
under-age and over-age students
through birth dates on ID cards, bar¬
tender training, and also a halt in
serving liquor after 1 a.m.
Rosenthal said he does recog¬
nize that this approach is an "imperfect"
one. "We don't have our heads stuck
in the sand," he remarked. "It's up to
the students how fair the college is
going to be pushed to go. We've re¬
sisted very strongly from being intru¬
sive and monitoring, and relied on
students' honesty to follow guidelines
and be responsive," he said.
Rosenthal also mentioned the

debate as to whether or not drinking
should be completely banned and
colleges heavily policed. Referring to
this as "an invasion of student space,"
Rosenthal noted the "great deal of un¬
derground drinking behind closed
doors at dry-campus colleges. Those
colleges appear to be doing more on
paper. Dry campuses are a total fail¬
ure," he commented.
With the Bates approach,
Rosenthal stressed that the adminis¬
tration set "reasonable boundaries and
asked students to be responsible for
their own conduct. (The law) is an
uncomfortable position that disrupts
the relationship between the college
and students."
A witness to the negative ef¬
fects alcohol at parties has on students,
Director of Health Services Christy
Tisdale emphasized the rise in "emo¬
tional traumas in relation to acquain¬
tance rape and sexual harassment dur¬
ing a party."
With males, Tisdale noted that
injuries range from falls down flights
of stairs or balconies to stitches and
fractures from physical fights. Stu¬
dents also sometimes need to spend
the night at the Health Center if they
are highly intoxicated. Some students
have admitted to being alcoholics and
are currently undergoing treatment
and diagnosis at the Health Center.
According to Tisdale, "Over

90% of acquaintance rapes are situa¬
tions where alcohol has been a part of
the scenario. Alcohol tends to be re¬
lated to violence and sexual miscon¬
duct."
Noting the slight decrease in
alcohol consumption across college
campuses, she believes society is tak¬
ing a closer look at intoxicated behav¬
ior. Contrasting with Rosenthal's dis¬
contentment with the law, Tisdale ex¬
pressed approval for current law en¬
forcement. "The laws are stronger in
saying it's not an excuse for unaccept¬
able behavior," she stated.
Correlating the current alco¬
hol situation with the cigarette smok¬
ing issue from a few years ago, Tisdale
recalled, "It used to be really cool to
smoke. Now, it's no longer cool in the
educated arena to smoke. It's (alcohol)
not cool anymore. People are getting
hurt physically and emotionally."
Tisdale observes that students
are "raising the norm of what's accept¬
able to party. Students are tired of
parties where people are falling down
drunk," she remarked. "They're tired
of squashing around in beer, and
they're tired of people throwing up on
them," she added.
Tisdale believes students na¬
tionwide inevitably decide the future
of alcohol consumption. "The stron¬
gest control for what'shappeningfwith
alcohol) is peers," she declared.

Saddam

■ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8
United States not stuck its nose in
other people's business in Europe
during World War II, none of us
would be herefoday enjoying the free¬
doms that we have. For this reason
wemust support our troops today so
that we can ensure that future genera¬
tions enjoy the same freedoms that we
enjoy today. If you feel the need to
protest allied actions, it is your right.
I just ask you to think before you
act and to remind you not preach
against the very things that got us the
freedom and rights we enjoy today.
Finally, if anyone still feels that oil
is not a justifiable reasonto be in the
Persian Gulf, and that we can live
without it,prove, by backing up this
statement with action. Stop using
yourcar, turn off your heat, and ab¬
stain from using any product
whicheither directly involves the con¬
sumption of petroleum, oranything
which involves using petroleum as a
means
of
producinganother
product(that's just about everything
else). If you cansurvive, then you can
argue that we do not need oil, but
untilthen I will continue to consider
oil as an integral part of ourlives, and
something worth fighting for to en¬
sure that future generations are given
the same opportunities as we were
fortunate
to receive.
Luca Zanin ’92_
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Para ella el problema es la artritis;
para otro, podrla ser la vista o
simplemente preparar sus impuestos.
Lo cierto es que, durante el pasado
ano, 4 millones de personas recibieron
ayuda grabs con sus impuestos a traves
del programa de voluntaries del IRS.
Si usted desea ayudar, y tiene
conocimientos basicos de aritmetica,
usted tambien podria unirse al
programa de asistencia voluntaria del IRS.
Estos programas ofrecen asistencia
durante todo el ano, y necesitan la
ayuda de empresas, organizaciones y
personas que, como usted, deseen
devolverie algo a la comunidad. El
entrenamiento es gratis, y ademas
tendra la satisfaction de ayudar a otros.
Asi que, hagase voluntario liamando
al 1800 424-1040. Despues de octubre 1,
1990, favor llame al 1800 829-1040.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. IRS-90-1665-2 COL. x 7"

Volunteer Agency: McCann-Erickson

Arts and Entertainment
"Danton’s Death" Gets New Lease On Life
McLaughlin and company stage a revolutionary production
by Anthony Miller
Staff Writer

E

or those of you interested

in thinking about the French
Revolution, there is a dialec¬
tic on the mob versus the ar¬
istocracy and the poor versus
the rich and the body versus
the mind. But Georg
Buchner's "Danton's Death,"
which runs this weekend in
Schaeffer Theater, is also for
those of you who just want to
be overwhelmed by an expressionistic, fragmented,
high energy assault on the
senses.
A
review
of
"Danton's Death" might be¬
gin with a consideration of
the idealism of the play, or
even the idealism in staging a
play that has been called
"unproduceable," but one
character laughs away the
possibility of that kind of
writing on the play: "Take
any insight, any fatuous no¬
tion or tin-pot aphorism,
dress it up, and paint it in
bright colors and parade it
about for three acts until it
gets married and shoots it¬
self, and they cry, 'What ide¬
alism!"'
Buchner's
play/
which presents the conflicts
between characters and con¬
cepts, has posed difficulties
for the few directors who have
mounted productions such as
Orson Welles and Jonathan
Miller, because it invites a
director to create his own
concepts. Director Jon
McLaughlin '91, who takes
on Buchner's play as an hon¬
ors thesis production, never
gets as caught up in his con¬
cepts as many of Buchner's
characters do, and instead
allows the characters to carry
these concepts. There is noth¬
ing overly aphoristic or ide¬
alistic about McLaughlin's production.
It is as down to earth as Danton him¬
self.
Just before the end of
Robespierre's Reign of Terror in 1794,
a revolutionary by the name of Georges
Danton was put to death by the jealous
Robespierre and the very factions
Danton had sought to help liberate. If

the setting of the
play, particularly
as it opens in
McLaughlin's
production, in¬
vokes images of
the inmates from
the influential
"Marat/Sade," it
may be important
to remember that
Peter Weiss's 1964
play borrowed
heavily
from
Buchner's play,
written over a
hundred years
before. This as¬
tonishing nine¬
teenth-century
tale of intrigue
and ideology was
written
by
Buchner in 1835,
during years in
which he was hid¬
ing in fear of im¬
prisonment for
subversion, and
has lost less in
translation than in
many so-called
"modem" plays.
There are a
number of flaws,
many of which are
not helped by a
difficult and scat¬
tered script of
thirty-one sepa¬
rate
scenes.

Though
McLaughlin's
cuts and manipu¬
lations of scenes
lend the play some
added coherence,
there are un¬
wieldy moments.
Some scenes run
too long, and oth¬
ers lose some of
their
energy
through awkward
and lengthy tran¬
sitions. With all
this, McLaughlin
is able to break away from his sources,
even from Buchner's script, and strike
up some subversion of his own.
Desmond Curran '91 casts
considerable presence over the play as
the corporeal Danton. His performance
empowers the play and the show
sometimes misses his absence in cer¬
tain scenes. Louis Carbonneau '94 is

strong as the rival
Robespierre, even
if he occasionally
looks less secure
with a few rhetori¬
cal speeches. Most
striking is senior
Liliana Amador as
Danton's wife
Julie, who stands
in a dream se¬
& out
quence
which
might not other¬
wise agree with the
rest of the play.
Christina Petrillo
'92 gives an im¬
passioned perfor¬
mance as Camille,
one of the deputies
of the National
Convention con¬
demned to death.
Sophomore Matt
Nespole's hard¬
ened Simon comes
outside the curtain
to involve the au¬
dience in the
events of the play
in
which he
prompts, narrates,
and involves him¬
self. Tracy Clark
'93 as the libertine
Lacroix
and
Larissa Vigue '92
as Robespierre's
co-conspirator St.
Just are not inse¬
cure in their roles,
but are not as con¬
vincing.
Behind
their actions in the
play sit the Jacobin
gallery, through
which the audi¬
ence sees a dis¬
torted (or not-sodistorted) reflec¬
tion of themselves
and their own
judgments. The
actors combine
different theatrical
experiences and
abilities, including a few students who
have never before appeared on stage,
much less in an ensemble production.
Among them, there are notable perfor¬
mances by Craig Patton '91, Ruveni
Pieris-Seneviratne '94, Jeff Snell '91,
Kevin Cranfill '93, and Rachel Hatt '94.
The actors in this ensemble cast jump
out of their Jacobin roles to play "varia¬

tions in different keys, vil¬
lains and angels, idiots and
geniuses." Junior Alison
Buttrick's spare costume de¬
sign enables these transitions
with sashes and other cos¬
tume pieces which actors
pick up from on-stage crosses
in order to change character.
The play's dark un¬
dertones appear in the stark
scenic and lighting design of
senior Aaron Humphrey
who places the play's plat¬
forms and crosses "under
banners of many colors," as
well as a visible catwalk of
lights. Humphrey's lighting
is vivid and fearful, and
combines with the banners
to give the audience one of
the more abstract and horri¬
fying visions of the guillo¬
tine.
In the end, three
worlds of power, violence,
and sexuality converge: in
the prison cell where Danton
and his allies prepare for
death, in the plot where the
grave diggers prepare the
grave, and in the plaintive
cries of Lucien (Ian
McDonald '94), who laments
the death of the beautiful
Camille. These same actors
who had been among the
grave diggers and the ex¬
ecuted are transformed into
bourgeois ladies and gentle¬
men, spectators to the execu¬
tions.
"Danton's Death" is
an unusually ambitious and
intense production in which
cast and crew have pushed
the play to the level of a
pumped-up parable, an ide¬
alistic project that is not com¬
monly staged in Bates the¬
ater. Although, according to
the character from "Danton's
Death," a review might want
to decry "What idealism!",
McLaughlin and his com¬
pany have enough in this
production that they don't need to use
their concepts to dress up, paint the
production in bright colors, or parade
around.
"Danton's Death" runs from Thursday
through Sunday at 8pm. Tickets are avail¬
able through the Schaeffer Box Office or by
phone at 786-6161.

Photos by Jyotika Vazirani.

Off-CampusEvents Provide Additional Entertainment
Friday - Sunday, February 10th:
The Theater Project of Brunswick presents "The Murder of Irma Vep," a mystery in which the audience encounters vampires, werewolves, and an Egyptian tomb.
The play runs through February 17. Call 729-8584 for more information.
Sunday, February 10th:
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra will present its third concert of the 1990-1991 performance season with guest pianist Anthony di Bonaventura. The Symphony
will perform two piano concertos including Mozart's Piano Concerto in E Flat and Rachmaninoffs Symphony No. 2 in E minor. For ticket information call 5811755.
Friday, February 15th:
A New Poetry Series sponsored by the Maine Humanities Council presents Robert Chute at the Unitarian-Universalist Church (Pleasant Street, Auburn) at 8 p.m.
Chute is a Professor of Biology at Bates College.
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Students Use Dance to Maintain Heritage
by Isabel Roche
Staff Writer
Bates College isn't the only
school with which first year student
Michelle Ott is associated. Practi¬
cally since her birth, Ott has been a
member of the Iskwelehang Pilipino
— a voluntary and non-formal school
in the Boston area which meets once
a week and which was established
by a group of Filipino parents in
1976. Co-sponsored by the Asian
Society and International Club, the
Iskwelehang School will bring its
"Rondalla ensemble,” a program of
traditional dance and music of the
Philippines, to the Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall on Saturday night, and
Ott will have the chance to perform
for her two schools simultaneously.
The Rondalla group is one
of the two existing ensembles of its
kind in the United States. The group
plays a variety of Filipino-made
plucked-string instruments, such as
the bandurria, octavina, picolo, and
laud. There are currently fourteen
young singers, dancers, and instru¬
mentalists.
The Ensemble was orga¬
nized three years ago as a special
cultural project of the Iskwelehang
Pilipino. Since that time, both Ott
and her sister Julie Ann, a senior at
Bates, have toured the Northeast
with the program.
The ensemble embodies the

philosophy of the Iskwelanhang
School itself: to preserve the Philip¬
pine culture, folk arts, and tradi¬
tions for Filipinos living in this

the country of its origin. Thus the
ensemble traveled to the Philippines
for one month last summer and gave
major performances as well as con¬

country. The Rondalla serves to
increase its student members' ap¬
preciation for their cultural roots
while teaching them unique artistic
skills. The goal in mind is for Fili¬
pino children living in the United
States to learn to know, love, and
value their ancestry's way of
life.Ott's sister Julie had danced
with the group since its inception.
Ironically enough, this "way
of life" is in danger of dying out in

certs at elementary and high schools.
The proceeds from their shows were
donated to the Philippine Founda¬
tion for Science and Technology,
and to other non-government and
charitable organizations. Says Ott,
"It was definitely an experience and
it was amazing to see the workings
of the Philippines... But Rondalla
is a dying art in the Philippines and
we were there to show them that if
we can do it (Rondalla) as Ameri¬

cans then they can do it, as
Philippines, just as well, if not bet¬
ter."
The first half of Saturday
nights program will consist of folk
songs of the region, and the
second half will be a dance sweep
from the regions of the south. Ott
says that the performances are a
"group collaborative effort," and
shies away from crediting her own
number, the Paseo de Illoilo, (a
courtship dance with Spanish
origins and influenced by native
Filipino culture) because of the
group instrumental accompani¬
ment.
Perhaps this reveals the
depth of the bond she has with the
other members of the group — she
laughingly admitted, "every single
one of us knows each other inside
and out." But this is in no way
stifling: "They are like a big
family, we are all very close...
They (the other group members)
are the reason I enjoy going home
so much." The group has no finite
plans for the immediate future,
but Ott added, "We'll keep per¬
forming until we have something
definite."
Admission to
Iskwelehang Pilipino Rondalla's
performance is free. The event
will take place at 8:00 p.m. tomor¬
row night at the Olin Arts Center.

To Students who attended
"Lift Every Voice":

ORPHAN ANNIE’S
96 COURT ST.
ANTIQUE & CURIO SHOP
TEL 782-0638
AUBURN, ME.
MON-SAT
SUN

10-5
NOON-5

20% DISCOUNT
FOR BATES STUDENTS
A wide array of collectibles, art deco, nouveau, rhinestone to
estate jewelry, pierced earrings, clothing from the 1890’s to
the 1950’s and other fine things from the past.

The Arts and Entertainment Staff appologizes that cover¬
age of "Lift Every Voice" was unobtainable in the corre¬
sponding week in which the film was shown. A reporter
did attend the showing, and was able to interview Profes¬
sor of Rhetoric and co-producer Robert Branham. How¬
ever, the staff felt it was crucial to also contact students
who worked on the project's production, research, and
music composition. Unfortunately those students were
not available at the time, and co- producer Mellissa
Friedling left for New York the next day. Due to the nature
of our weekly production, the article has been delayed
until more information can be obtained and updated. We
regret that the film was indeed"ignored." The Student
applauds the work of the documentary's staff, and con¬
siders the revealed story of graduate John P. Davis crucial
to the college's history. Again, we apologize to members
of the production staff, and viewers.
Mary Lehman, Arts Editor

WRITE FOR THE ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT SECTION
Design graphic lay-outs, interview artists , review concerts and plays
Meetings are Sundays at 9 pm in the upstairs office of
Chase Hall
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Sports_
Swimming Falls to Tufts, Looks to New Englands
Barnaby Donlon
Staff Reporter

with Colleen White '91, Nancy Flynn
'92, and Michele Ott '94 have been
"diving exceptionally well throughout
the season" according to Mulholland.

The Bates Women's Swim¬
ming and Diving teams found them¬
selves in a very unfamiliar position
last Saturday, February 1: they
weren't eating their competition alive.
Instead, Tufts University was
asserting its athletic superiority, beat¬
ing Bates by a score of 154 -108 and
bringing the Bobcats' season record to
6-2. Bobcat coach Dana Mulholland
stated before the meet, "Tufts has a
very strong team, but we shouldn't be
intimidated," adding, "although we
can't control what they do, we can
only control what we do, so let's swim
hard and win some races." Bates did
just that and managed to beat the
Jumbos in five races.
From the start, Tufts swam
confident and strong, winning the
first medley relay. Then, the Jumbos
took the 200 freestyle, and diving
events. It wasn't until senior CoCaptain Martha White stepped up to
the line in the 50 freestyle (26.16) and
the 100 fly (1:06.75) that Bates began to
raise some eyebrows from the specta¬
tors. Other first place finishes for
Bates included Karen Tagliaferro's '94

Tufts swimmers got a jump on Bates from the start and never looked back.
Sarah Whitney Photo.
win in the 100 free (58.60) and Katie
Moran's '93 in the 400 Individual
Medley (4:58.65.) The Bobcats ended
the meet on a good note too, teaming
up four of their strongest women
(Colleen McCafferty '94, J.J. Lewy '94,
Tagliaferro and White) to win the final
200 free relay in 1:47.20.
Coach Mulholland seems
confident that his team will finish off

the season with two more wins before
heading off to New Englands at the
end of February. At this point in the
season he's designing workouts of di¬
minished yardage and maintained in¬
tensity so that each swimmer will be
"fresh" on that last important weekend
of racing. So far, eight members have
qualified, the most recent qualifier
was Diver Kerry Rice '93. Rice along

Other swimmers contributing
significantly to the squad are new stu¬
dents Jane Armstrong, Barrie Wil¬
liams (backstroke and breaststroke),
Sarah Whitney (individual medley),
and Anne Colley (freestyle.) Veterans
Bethany Dozier '93 (free & fly), Julie
Riccio '93 (free & breast), and Mary
Bilotta (sprints) are also swimming
well enough to qualify for New
Englands soon. Also deserving ku¬
dos for their steady improvement are
distance
freestylers
Rachel
Oberholtzer '92 and Sarah Woodard
'92 - both shattered personal records in
the 1000 free within the last two
weeks.
Tomorrow the Bobcats face
UMass-Boston, a team that has an
unusually small representation, for
the last home meet of the season. Al¬
though the competition won't be
close, many swimmers are looking
forward to adding their names to the
list of New England qualifiers. For
those interested in cheering on the
Bobcats, the meet begins at 1:00 in
Merrill Gym.

Men’s Squash Continues to Build a Winning Tradition
By Debbie Miller
Student Correspondent
Continuing their winning tra¬
dition, the Bates Men's Squash Team
defeated Tufts and M.I.T. last Satur¬
day. Following their 9-0 drubbing of
Bowdoin on Wednesday, the Bobcats
upset the Tufts Jumbos by a narrow
margin of 5-4, and then proceeded to
topple the M.I.T. Beavers 7-2.
At Tufts, number one seed
Neil Bray '93 triumphed over his op¬
ponent in an especially tense game to
break the 4-4 tie. Following the wins
of teammates Mike Silverson '94, Ray
Wolpe '93, Pete Schulman '93, and
Wayne Skeen '91, Bray's match
clinched the victory for Bates. Beating
the Jumbos, last year's nationally
ranked number twelve team and a
tough squad to conquer, marked the
Bobcats' greatest feat thus far this sea¬
son. Schulman called this weekend
the "best road trip in Bates Squash
history."
Coach George Wigton added
that "the Tufts win was especially
something. We didn't expect to win
both matches; it was a big plus."
After overpowering Tufts,
the afternoon match against M.I.T.
was a far easier victory than planned.
Men's Squash had never beaten the
Beavers before Saturday, and thus the
'Cats found this traditionally tough
competitor easier to defeat than ex¬
pected. Even Coach Wigton antici¬
pated "a score of 5-4 one way or the
other."
With their current record of
10-6, the Bobcats are heading towards
their most successful season yet. In
the five seasons since the team's in¬

A-

Sophomore Neil Bray patiently waits for a rebound against Bowdoin. Bray and the rest of his teammates swept
Bowdoin 9-0 on January 30th, then defeated Tufts and MIT on February 2nd.
Scott Pint Photo.
ception , the men have shown con¬
tinuous improvement, rising from a
first year record of 0-13, then winning
only thirteen matches in the three
seasons prior to their present stand¬
ing.
The team's roster suggests
that the Bobcats will continue their
success into next year. The team loses

only Captain Garrett Fish to gradua¬
tion and thus, with four sophomores
included in the top ten, the only sig¬
nificant changes should come from a
year of seasoning.
The Men's Squash Team chal¬
lenges Colby at home on February 6th.
They are favored in this match, as in
the upcoming away matches against

Bowdoin on February 13th and Army
on February 18th. The team eagerly
awaits the upcoming national
rankings after their final match at
Princeton since they should improve
upon last year's rank of twenty four.
The 'Cats expect to be included in the
top twenty squash teams nationally
and to move up a division in the tour¬
nament.
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Women’s Hoops Holds on for 3-Point Victory
Team Overcomes Injuries Old and New; Schrag Overcomes Foul Trouble to Defeat UMF 74-71
By Meredith Davis
Student Correspondent
The Women's Basketball
Team completed their winning streak
of home games on Monday night with
a somewhat shaky 74-71 victory over
the University of Maine-Farmington.
This boosts the 'Cats' record to 12-5
overall.
Despite a pitiful showing of
fans and the recent loss of many play¬
ers to injuries, Bates played with a
considerable amount of intensity in
the first half— so much so that senior
guard Amy Schrag managed to rack
up two quick fouls within the first
three and a half minutes of the game.
The Beavers also came fired
up and ready to play, instituting a fullcourt press at the onset of the game.
U.M.F.'s intensity seemed to dwindle,
however, as the 'Cats upped the score
to 26-16 with 10:04 left in the first half.
U.M.F. was forced to call a time out to
re-group and change tactics.
After the time out, however,
Jen Lynch '92 went down with an ap¬
parent ankle injury and joined team¬
mates Julie Roche '91 and Cindy
Ordway '92 on the injured list. Even
with this stroke of bad luck the 'Cats
entered the locker room at half-time in
high spirits, boasting a comfortable
46-30 lead.
According to Head Coach
Marsha Graef, the team played excep¬
tionally well in the first half. "...[Our]
passing was superior. We took our
time, [we] were patient, and read their
defense well," she commented.
Unfortunately, the Bobcats'
desire and intensity did not carry over
into the second half as the team

seemed to break down. The young
U.M.F. team picked up their intensity
considerably at the beginning of the
second half and forced many Bates
turnovers.
In Graef's mind the team
started "resorting back to old habits,"
rushing shots and not being able to see
the defense.
To make matters worse,

"Amy is just like our
quarterback. She sees the
plays and keeps the others
under control.... All of our
other guards are learning
from her."
-Head Coach Marsha Graef
sophomore Antoinette KenmuirEvans was carried off the court with
an ankle injury as center Leigh Ann
Smith '92 and Schrag got into foul
trouble. Smith eventually fouled out
with :44 left, but Schrag stayed in with
four fouls.
Graef expressed great con¬
cern over the foul situation, especially
with the high number that Schrag
committed.
"Amy is just like our quarter¬
back. She sees the plays and keeps the
others under control.... All of our other
guards are learning from her," com¬
mented Graef.
Despite the fouls, Schrag did
manage to take control of the remain¬
der of the game, scoring 14 of her 16
points in the second half to make the
final score 74-71.
Other high scorers for Bates ineluded Kenmuir-Evans with 16 and

Senior Adrienne Shibles shows her intensity while driving to the hoop
against UMF.
Scott Pirn Photo.
Adrienne Shibles '91 with 10.
The 'Cats now have a well-

deserved break until February 13
when they will travel to Husson.

Women’s Indoor Track Places Second in Meet
By Grace Murphy
Staff Reporter
Often in a tri-meet with Divi¬
sion III rival schools Colby, Smith, and
Bates, athletes and coaches can predict
the final scoring from examining the
team rosters before the meet. In Feb¬
ruary second's meet, this proved true
as Colby swept the meet with a squad
that dwarfed those of Bates and Smith
The White Mules tallied 85 points,
while Bates followed with 74 and
Smith finished with 33.
Due to a controversial dis¬
qualification of the Bates 4x800m by a
Colby assistant coach, the outcome of
the meet appears less close than if of¬
ficials permitted the team's score to
remain. No one however, could pre¬
dict in advance the personal achieve¬
ments and new school records which
fell last Saturday.
Beginning the positive trend,
Candice Poiss '92, in her quest to
break the school record in the 20#
weight, threw 40' to break the barrier
for the first time. As Poiss grabbed
first place, teammate Lynn Barker '92
placed third despite low leg power
due to a sprained ankle and won the

shot put competition. Teammates
Ellen Draegert '92 and Tammy Lee '93
followed Barker's
lead by placing
second and third respectively.
Bates cleaned up in the triple

meaning to the word endurance, as
they doubled up in events to help
Bates' score. Elder, placing second
(19:19) in the 25-lap 5000m, also ran in
the 4x800m relay, as teammate Ward

Due to a controversial disqualification of the Bates
4x800m by a Colby assistant coach, the outcome of the
meet appears less close than if officials permitted the
team's score to remain. No one however, could predict
in advance the personal achievements and new school
records which fell last Saturday.
jump as Jen and Kim Kessler '94
placed second and third, while co¬
captain Rebecca Farr '91 placed
fourth. Jen Kessler went on to set a
school record in the 500m, a new
ECAC event replacing the 600m.
Also reaping in the points for
Bates, Kelly Frazier '93 won the 400m,
and Josie-Ann Brown '94 took second
in the 55m, placing for the first time
this season and setting a personal
record. Barbara Tilton '93 also set a
PR in the 800m to place third, as did
teammate Stacie Renfro '94.
In the longer events, distance
powers Andrea Elder '92, Karen Ward
'93 and Sara Mabley '94 gave new
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placed third ( 20:52) in the 5000m and
first in the 3000m, followed closely by
Mabley taking second, to add to her
third place finish in the 1500m.
Vita Taormina '94 logged a
PR on her way to winning the 1500
with a time of 5:02. Coach George
Rose, expressing his enthusiasm for
the excellent times and performances,
commented, "I was impressed with
the team's performance. We didn't
have the numbers that Colby did, but
it was a closer meet than the scores in¬
dicate. Without the disqualification in
the relay, we would not have had an
eight point loss."
The Bates Women's Track

Team fires up for Friday night's state
meet at Bowdoin College, and their
Florida trip during February break,
where they face Rorida Community
College of Jacksonville. Rose claims
the meet will prove competitive, say¬
ing, "They have had some highly suc¬
cessful teams and individuals in the
past, including Chandra Cheesborough, the high school 200m record
holder, and also a member of the ’84
Olympic team." Both the team and
the coach anticipate good perfor¬
mances in the upcoming meets.

SPORTS

Men’s Swimming Overmatched by Tufts Team
Sarah Whitney
Jaine Armstrong
Student Correspondents
On February 2, the Men's
Swimming and Diving Team traveled
to Tufts University. Even though the
men had some impressive races and
good swims the Bobcat team was not
a match for Tufts, one of the top teams
in New England, and Bates lost.
The men scoring first place
finishes for the Bates team included
Jon Dreibelbis '92, who won the 100
yard fly with a time 1:02.36, and the
200 yard fly with a season best time of
2:06.41.
In his first time competing in
the event this season, Dave Fox '93
won the 500 yard free with a time of
5:06.15. Dave Collins '94 beat out the
competition in both the 100 and 200
yard breastroke with times of 1:02.36
and 2:16.83. Jim Hennessey however,
was unfortunately out-touched at the
finish of the 50 free, missing first place
by one 100th of a second.
There were also a number of
races where the men swam some of
their best times of the season. Jay
Parkhill '91 finished the 1000 yard free
with a time of 13:38.27, which Coach
Dana Mulholland felt was a "good
drop." Andy Dunn '92 swam his sea¬
son best of 155.29 in the 200 yard free,
and John Fitch '93 improved his 100
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As this swimmer can attest, Bates bent over backwards to beat Tufts, yet ultimately fell short
Sarah Whitney Photo.
yard fly to a time of 1:10.73. Jon Lilja,
made a "gallant effort to qualify in the
400 yard individual medley," swim¬
ming a time of 5:06.51.
This weekend the team com¬

petes at home, starting at 1:00 p.m.,
against the UMass/Boston team. The
UMass team has very few men and so
there will be "more of a focus on indi¬
viduals, not as much on the team re¬
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sults."
Mulholland is looking "to let
people swim events they would like to
swim and/or ones in which they need
to qualify in for New England's."
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How would you change Bates
social life?

"Get a car."
— Mike Shaw '94
"I honestly don't think it's all
that bad."
— Shahana Koslofsky '94

"More semi-formals, more big
bands and maybe house parties."
— Noah Cermak '93

"I'd like to have more events
that are non-alcoholic so that you can
meet more types of people."
— Laura Hohenberger '93

Photographer:
Alexis Gentile

"Bates social life is what you
make of it. If people had more posi¬
tive attitudes, they would have a bet¬
ter time."
— Lauren Fine '93

"Move the campus."
— Don Kearny '93
"Graduate."
— Alexander Krause '91

"Bring back house parties."
— Lyn Dorman '91

Reporter:
Anthony Miller

THE BATES STUDENT
is now accepting applications for the position of

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Please write a letter explaining your ideas and qualifications.

Deadline: February 10
Send applications to: The Student, Box 309
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